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****************************************************************

Part 1

If the young heroine Zephyr had any sense, she might have reconsidered her predicament. Perhaps she would have used her mastery over wind and air to float away, or even push back her agressors. As it stood, however, she was way too involved and scared to actually fight back, lest she hurt someone - not herself, but the people attempting to tear her clothes off - and they were succeeding!

It had started as a typical day in Eve City. Zephyr had been out-of-town for some time, but no one had checked up on her because they all knew where she was : Hollywood. Her regular nemesis, DeathMetal, had been seen down there and she had flown (quite litterally) to track and take him down. Her hunt in the city of film-making had been quite a public one, and she had emerged relatively unscathed from it, managing, after a month-long chase, to get the upper hand on him and capture him. There had been that one incident when DeathMetal had taken hostages and hard forced her to strip in public and touch herself – Silverstreak’s welcome and unexpected appearance had prevented it from going any further. And that one lead which had not panned out, landing Zephyr in the middle of porn stage, filming an ironically-super-hero themed film called : 'Assault on the Defenders of Earth'. She had come upon a particularly hard scene where the main heroines were being violated by aliens (guys in costumes) and had attacked them. She had avoided them pressing charges by doing a very discreet (but very degrading) cameo for free. She couldn't wait to get the tape...

She had arrived in Eve City late last night, past midnight. After returning to her apartment, she had collapsed, and she had awoken there, this morning, still in costume. She had not kept in the loop about her friends, imagining everything was fine. She hit the showers, washing away all the bad stuff from the trip, then she'd gone out for breakfast at local restaurant in civilian clothing, back to good old Stephanie Shaw. She strutted in, finding the place emptier than usual, especially at this time in the morning. She made nothing of it as she sat down at the counter.

The waitress, a fifty-year old buxom lady, came over.

"What'll ya have, sweetie?"
"Breakfast special. Orange juice."
"Done and done..."

She saw the waitress nod, then head to the backroom. The morning show was on the television in the corner of the room, but there was no sound. When the weather came on, she noticed that the regular girl, Nancy something, wasn't there, replaced by an elderly gentlemen, who seemed to be unprepared to work in front of a green screen. She watched a little more but with no sound, she could barely follow. As she was going to reach for The Ledger, the waitress came back with her plate, steaming hot eggs, bacon, sausage, toast with butter. She had forgotten the orange juice. She told the waitress, who corrected the mistake, apologizing.

"Sorry about it hun."
"No biggie."
"Cook didn't come in today, so I have to take care of front and back."

Zephyr nodded as she started eating. She looked around the room. There was another man at the bar, someone who had obviously pulled an all-nighter;  there were two elderly ladies at a booth. That was it. Very quiet indeed.

"It's kind of quiet around here."
"I know, right?" the waitress answered. "Everybody's busy, I guess."

Again, Zephyr made nothing of it. She ate her breakfast, paid up and headed out. As she was walking back to her place to decide what to do with the rest of her day, she heard a moaning sound coming from an alley. Having trained her ear for danger, she rushed in, head-on... and came upon a scene, man and woman, involved in sexual activity. The woman was facing the wall, her buttocks raised, skirt and panties down. The man's pants were down, and he was driving into her with intensity, drawing moans from his enraptured lady. They were roughly in their twenties. She was witnessing a rape, she thought. She wasn't in costume, but that was no big deal.

"Hey! Stop what you're doing!"

Both the man and woman stopped mid-motion, turning their heads towards her. The woman was panting heavily and the man was somewhat lost in his activity. They just stared at her. Their collective lack of reaction surprised Zephyr.

"Uh... is this man violating you, ma'am?"

The lady finally replied. What Zephyr found strange was that neither partner seemed bothered by her intrusion, and their tone was so very nonchalant.

"Um... no. This is my boyfriend... We just wanted to fuck in an alley."

Zephyr was stunned, but she was about to be even moreso.

"Hey, Phil... want her to join us?"
"Hell yeah... I mean, if that's okay with you," the man replied.
"Anytime. She's a hottie."

Zephyr panicked.

"um... no... thank you... I'll leave you to your... fucking... bye."

She ran out the alley and kept running for some distance. She had forgotten how crazy Eve City could be. She arrived at the entrance to her apartment building and took the stairs up, making it an exercise. She entered her apartment and closed the door, still stunned at what she had just seen. It wasn't the sex. Being a superheroine, she had seen and been involved in a lot of sex. At first, it had been life-shattering, to have your entire life reprogrammed to make you a sex-crazed addict. It had gotten better with time and therapy (mostly talking about it with fellow heroines and coming to terms with the notion that fighting crime in a skimpy costume beating down bad guys would get you aroused, or being caught and beaten would do the same). It was their attitude, completely disregarding the fact they were having sex in public (out-of-view, but still). And then inviting her to join....

There it went, she sighed, feeling the dampness between her legs.

She sat down at the computer in order to read the Ledger online, but first, she checked her e-mail. The first one at the top was from one of her high-school friends, Sally. The mail had just been received, less than an hour ago. She wanted to meet.

Seeing an old friend would be nice, she thought. I wonder if she's still with Henry. I'll find out. She called her up. It rang four times before someone picked up. It was Sally, but she seemed to be out-of-breath.

"Yello?"
"Sally. It's me."
"OH hey hi! Gimme a sec..."

There was silence on the line for ten seconds, then Sally came back.

"How've you been?"
"Good. You?"
"Amazing. Listen... wanna drop by."
"Are you in the middle of something?"
"Yeah... but it can wait."
"No it can't!" a male voice replied in the background.
"Ssh... Sorry about that."
"Was that Henry?"
"Oh no.. well... no, it's not Henry."
"Okay. Well, when do you want me to come over?"
"Right now would be good."

Zephyr had nothing better to do so she agreed. She turned off the computer screen, picked up her bag (which contained her costume - one never knew) and headed out. She could easily have flown there, but since she was still a civilian, she hailed a cab. The driver stopped and she got in. She gave him the adress and he started rolling. The radio was playing in the front, country music. Zephyr tolerated it since it wasn't her driving. The taxi driver started chatting her up. He had a slavic accent of some kind.

"Crazy world, huh..."
"Yep."
"I tell you, girl, very crazy. I'm Toni."
"Toni. Steph. Hi."
"Hello..."

There was a long pause. The song transitioned into another of the same type.

"You like music?"
"Yes. I do. It's okay."

The ride was long. Maybe she should have flown, thought Zephyr.

"Crazy things in the news, you know..."
"No. I've been out-of-town."
"All sorts of crazies, bad things happening... city wants change."

She barely paid attention to his words, thinking of the last time she had seen Sally, about five months ago. They'd had a great time camping, swimming in the lake. They'd even gone skinny-dipping, not that Henry had followed. It had been just for the girls, and they'd laughed about it so much.

The radio experienced a technical glitch, as the sound of moaning came over the sound of the music, then a female voice.

"...don't do that, we're on the air..."

Then only the music came back. The odd interruption puzzled Zephyr once more, but they were arriving at the destination. She paid the man and got out. Sally lived alone (with Henry often there) in a small apartment on the third floor. She made her way up the stairs in a heartbeat and rapped on the door. She heard shuffling inside, then the door opened. It was Sally, a beautiful African-American girl with short curly hair, dressed in a green bath robe.

"Hi!"

Sally jumped into Stephanie's arm, giving her a big hug and kiss on the cheek. She was friendly today, not that Stephanie minded. She had always felt close to Sally. They had traded secrets during all of high-school, which boys they fancied, what this or that girl had done. It wasn't until Stephanie became Zephyr after being empowered that they'd stopped spending so much time together.

"Come in..."

Stephanie followed her friend into her apartment. She heard noise coming from the bedroom.

"Is there someone here?"
"Yeah, but it's good to see you."
"Taking a shower?"

Sally did not answer. She took Stephanie's hand and dragged her to the small living room, then sat her down beside her on the couch. Sally seemed very focused, so Stephanie quieted down, letting her friend speak.

"Steph... we've known each other for years now."
"Yeah. It's been awesome. You're my best friend."
"Yeah. And you're mine too. We've done practically everything together..."
"I know, I remember that time when..."

Sally put her finger on Stephanie's lips, so she became silent once more. Sally's heart seemed to be racing.

"Remember five months ago, that camping trip?"
"Yeah. It was neat."
"Well, I had a blast, and that night we went... skinny-dipping... well, it stayed with me."
"With me too."

Sally pulled on the pangs of her bathrobe, exposing the top of her chest. She took Stephanie's hand and placed it upon her heart. Stephanie was surprised at the gesture but allowed it to go on.

"I've been thinking about us... you know."

Stephanie said nothing. All of a sudden, Sally just leaned in and kissed her friend, on the mouth. Stephanie's eyes grew wide and although she did not mind the kiss, she was still very shocked to receive it. She let it drag on a for a few seconds, then pulled away.

"Sally... I... what about Henry?"
"What about him?"

Sally pulled her bathrobe back, fully exposing her chest. Stephanie's eyes fell on her friend's gorgeous breasts, perked up, excited. She knew all about it. She was feeling it right now, the perks of being easily aroused. Her friend was gorgeous and for a moment, she thought to herself, why not... but then, she turned her head and saw two naked men standing in the hall, looking at them. She jumped back, pulling away from Sally.

The first one, she knew. Henry, caucasian, her age and very much in love with Sally, as far as she knew. The second one, African-American like Sally, was unknown to her, but meeting him like this, frst time naked, was a little too provocative. Both of them were obviously aroused.

"So, is she in?" asked Henry.
"You boys!"

Sally sounded pissed. The African American male winked at Stephanie, who turned to Sally, confused at best.

"What's going on?"
"I wanted to share this with you... Henry brought a friend home, and we were going to have sex together, but then I thought of you, and I said : I always share everything with Steph, so let's invite her over. And the boys said yes."

She turned to them, scolding.

"And I was going to get her in the mood, and all you had to do was wait until we were hot and ready for you boys."

The entire diatribe completely confounded Stephanie.

"What? What's wrong with you?"

Sally seemed surprised at her reaction.

"Wait a minute. I thought you liked sex. We talked about it last time."
"I do, but... you don't spring something like this on me just... out-of-the-blue, even if I did agree to it..."

A very strong part of Zephyr wanted to agree to it. Besides the obvious arousal that came with her condition, having the opportunity for consensual sex, let alone with people she cared about (Sally and Henry), did not happen often. But she knew nothing about the other man, not even his name, and there he was, pointing his unit at her face (albeit some distance from her).

"See guys..."
"Oh, we'll get her in the mood," the other guy sneered, and gave Henry an elbow.

Something lingering in the back of her mind suddenly crawled up to the Zephyr's consciousness.

"What is it with everyone today?"

None of the three other occupants in the room understood what she was saying.

"How did you come up with this, Sally?"
"Well, it just seemed right. I mean, we got up this morning, had breakfast, and it just dawned on us... we could have a sex session. Then, Henry suggested we bring in Hank - friend from work who's own girlfriend it out-of-the-country..."
"Hang on. Hank's got a girlfriend?"
"Yeah, I do. So?"

The entire scenario seemed sketchy at best, but Stephanie let her friend finish the story.

"So anyway, he's coming over, we're fooling around, and I see this old picture of us, from camp way back on my desk, and I think... yeah, I'd like to get Steph on this, and I figured since Henry brought a friend, I should too."
"And I agree whole-heartedly..." Henry replied.
"But that's insane, both of you! Can't you see this is weird?"

Everyone stared at Stephanie as if she was the one not making sense. The heroine needed some air. She got up.

"I love you, Sally, but not like this. Not here. Not now. Not with him..."
"Hey!" replied Hank, insulted, "I'm a great fuck!"

Sally grabbed her friend's hand, but Stephanie pulled away. Hank made a step forward to get in her way, but Zephyr's reflexes kicked in. She grabbed his wrist and pushed him down to the ground. Quickly letting go, she exited the building, still shaken. Instead of racing down the stairs, she went up... up to the roof. She made sure that none of them were following as she exited onto the flat surface, still very much in denial over the entire scene. It wasn't that she had never considered having sex with her friend or her lover (she often considered having sex with everyone, she just kept it to herself), but none of this made sense. This spur-of-the-moment let's-have-sex-right-now attitude was disturbing. The people in the alley... that weird radio call... and now her friends.

She got undressed to change into her costume. Her panties were soaked... She always carried a spare now. She traded her pants and tee for a sexier outfit, a blue chest piece, blue panties, boots and gloves to match, eye mask and blue cape with white interior. Zephyr was on the case.

When she had started doing this, she knew nothing about it. She would not have known where to go from here. With months of training into her, she knew to tune in to the police bands and find out if anything out-of-the-ordinary was going on. There was. Police had been called in to arrest a couple who had started having sex in the middle of a parking lot. Three young ladies had been caught giving blowjobs to random strangers on the street, in three different locations. There was congestion downtown because several couples had parked their cars in the middle of the street and started making love on the roofs of their vehicles. All these matters were being attended to. One was not.

Gateway Park. A 911 caller had claimed she was being pursued by rapists. The police had not dispatched anyone yet. It was time to fly to the rescue. Zephyr jumped off the roof and, using the wind to support and power her, she made a bee-line for the park, to rescue whoever was in danger. She hovered some distance over it, to get a sense of what was happening, and she saw it. The assault.

Over two dozen individuals, mostly men but a few women among the lot, had cornered a girl in the park, roughing her up. She was pratically naked now, her clothes torn to shreds by the horde advancing on her despite her shrieks.

Zephyr swooped in, the air rush accompanying her landing pushing everyone away from the victim, leaving her to stand there, defiant. The agressors all looked at her with a surprised look, then one called out.

"Hey! It's a superheroine. Even better!"

The crowd cheered alongside him. Zephyr turned around to tell the victim to run, but she was already rabbiting in the other direction, her ass bouncing in the air as she scurried along. Zephyr turned to face the mob, but they were already on her. They did not seem possessed, at least not in any way she had seen before. She heard one of the women in the crowd shout.

"Yeah... they like this sort of thing. It's all over the news!"

Zephyr did not have much time to reflect on the meaning of that because she was being molested from all fronts by civilians - unarmed civilians, lost in the folly of their actions. She called out to their better natures.

"Stop what you're doing... you aren't in control, something's making you do this."

They ignored her words completely. One of them managed to get a grip on her right arm, then another seized her left leg. A woman ran up to her and grabbed her top, trying to tear it off. A man dropped to her feet and started yanking at her bottoms, trying to rip it.

"No... You can't..."

Two men came and restrained her head; the woman pulling at her top leaned in and planted a wet kiss on her mouth, distracting the heroine long enough for the man under her to pull down her bottom, exposing her recently shaved pussy. The cool hair of the morning down there reignited the passion in there, and juices gushed from the opening, drawing cheers from those who could see. Reason was quickly escaping Zephyr's mind. The woman, pulling at the top, finally tore it off, and Zephyr's nubile tits were instanly exposed. She felt hands groping her, more hands than she cared to count. It was difficult to concentrate; her mind was lost in the haze of excitation and stimulation. A finger poked her clit and she squealed.

"No...."

There was no conviction in her voice. The finger started teasing her hard; another, from another hand, crawled up into her, playing with her insides. She moaned with delight. She was already so horny from the events of the day, it would not be long.

"Hey, she's gonna come for us!"

The crowd cheered at the chant. She was. She did. The two fingers drove her into a frenzy of pleasure, sending her arms and legs flailing about; it also had an unexpected side effect. Her power over wind triggered along with the orgasm, and it sent everyone holding her flying away, not far, just enough to let her go. As she started to collapse, she regained enough consciousness to fly up and away from the crazy scene, before it got crazier. She thought she heard people shouting for her to come back, disappointed, but she didn't care. Her mind was a blank, and only one image was there, ingrained, undeniable.

She landed on top of the roof of the apartment building, exposed in the wind but not feeling the chill. It took her a moment to shake her head, remove her boots, mask and gloves (what was left of her costume) and toss it in the bag. Naked, she walked back into the building and down the flight of stairs to Sally's apartment. She didn't bother knocking. As she entered, she heard moans and other sounds coming from the living room. She made her way there and arrived on the scene. Sally was on all fours, being mounted on the couch, Hank the friend in her pussy, Henry the boyfriend in her mouth. All three of them froze up when they saw the girl that had just walked out on them walk in naked.

Stephanie walked up to Sally's face, pushing Henry away from her, planting a kiss on her friend's lips where her boyfriend had been just a moment ago. Sally's eyes swelled up with tears of joy. Stephanie smiled too. She lifted Sally up from all fours while Hank remained firmly entrenched into her pussy, then positioned herself facing her friend. Their naked chests touched and they embraced,starting to kiss. Stephanie lifted up her ass to give Henry access. She did not have to beg. He plunged deep inside her pussy and started pumping with all his might. The girls held onto this position, huddled together, kissing, being fucked by their partners for a long time, as long as they could hold it. When they neared collapse, mostly because of the great pleasure the cocks were driving into them, they motioned for their partners to move away as they repositioned themselves.

They sat low on the couch, almost on their backs but with their necks twisted up. The boys swapped partners, Hank inserting himself into Stephanie while Henry returned to his girlfriend. Tilting their head sideways, the girls kept on kissing while the boys pumped flesh into young and eager fuck holes.

When the release came for Zephyr, it was beyond compare, ecstatic, so full of energy and very fulfilling. Perhaps there was no way for her to avoid being aroused. Perhaps there was no way for her to avoid the reality of the superheroine life, being stripped, molested, even raped. But at least, this time, it had happened on her own terms, with friends she cared about, and a stranger she might want to get to know more - even if he had a girlfriend. Who knew? She might be into it as well.

End part 1

****************************************************************

ANGEL DUST, part 2

Even by Eve City standards, this was not a typical day. Andromeda and Prototype, flying over the city and tuning to the police bands, were overwhelmed by the sheer amount of callers complaining about sexual activity happening in public, unsollicited and certainly out-of-character for what seemed to be many people.

No more than five minutes ago, they had caught a report of Zephyr (apparently back in town) being molested in Gateway Park, but before they could get to her, she had escaped her attackers (apparently nude) and flown off. There was more, and it wasn't even 9AM yet. All across the city, wanton sexual behaviour was being displayed. The vast majority ot the citizens ran from these scenes, calling them in, but enough people got involved that it was becoming a problem. People did not normally go grocery shopping only to end up pestered by lewd acts on food stands; a calm walk down the street did not have to disturbed by topless girls being chased by horny men. But that was not the worst of it. Some of the people involved were actually being violent about it, forcing people who were not as eager as they were into sex, and this was what Andromeda and Prototype were mostly looking for. Consensual sex in public, while inappropriate, paled in comparison to violence and rape.

Andromeda, despite her love affair with the new heroine, did not fully trust her in this predicament. She had, after all, killed two individuals in cold blood using the telekinesis after they had been party to rape, and although Carla Moran was now fully aware and in the driver's seat, she could still snap. So Andromeda preferred, for both reasons, to keep her close.

"I may have something," Prototype said.

She led the charge down towards the streets, with Andromeda in tow, close behind her. Two women were huddled against each other, backed against the wall of the building and terrified, while three ruffians closed in on them. The ruffians were all bottomless, butts hanging out, and their arousal was unmistakable. Andromeda held Prototype back, calling out to the men without landing.

"Stop that right now or get hurt!"

The three thugs looked at the heroines, and they smiled.

"Hero pussy... sweet!" one of them spat with venom in his words.

Prototype did not feel like playing with them. She focused her mind on the one who had just spoken, and lifted him off the ground. He suddenly panicked, flailing about madly as he squealed for her to let him go. His two friends were completely undaunted, their sinister erections pointing towards the heroines. Andromeda decided Prototype had the right idea not to humor them. She looked around and saw their pants and shoes, dropped to the floor not ten metres from the spot. She dashed low, picked up the pants and, using them as nooses , flew down to the men and lifted them up with their feet, upside down. They were completely taken aback by the maneuver. She tied the pants legs to their feet and together, then swung it over a lamppost. The thugs simply hung there, bewildered, their hard-ons still raging despite their utter confusion.

Prototype witnessed Andromeda's move and found it interesting; she telekinetically lifted her own thug towards his friends, setting his naked ass on top of the post. He grabbed on for dear life as she let him go.

Andromeda turned to the women, landing near them. They looked very relieved and grateful.

"Are you two ok?"
"Yeah, we're fine... What got into them?"
"I don't know, but I'll find out. Do you live far from here?"

One of the girls answered.

"No, I'm right around the corner."
"Go there and lock your doors, and watch the news. Don't come out until the police says it's fine."

The two girls nodded, but one of them called out to Andromeda...

"So umm... thanks... Would you like my phone number?"

Andromeda froze for a moment.

"Why would I want your number?"
"Well so... you could... check up on me... make sure I'm safe?"

The innuendo behind those words threw the heroine off; luckily, Prototype walked up to her, and since Andromeda said nothing else, the two girls exited, stage left.

"They're taken care of," Prototype stated, pointing to the men, "and they're not dead."
"Thanks. But no, they're not taken care of. Look."

She pointed to their as-of-yet still throbbing erections.

"With all the blood flowing to their heads, it shouldn't still be standing at attention like that."
"Viagra?"
"If we could be that lucky..."

Whatever substance was in their bodies (because Andromeda was sure they were drugged somehow), it definitely caused hormonal reactions. But Andromeda had nothing on her to help take samples of their blood, not in this outfit. KnightHawk, on the other hand...

"I need to make a call, keep watch."

Prototype acknowledged. Andromeda walked away and turned on the communicator.

"Andromeda to KnightHawk, please respond."

There was no answer. She repeated the sentence. Still no answer. Maybe she was sleeping in. She had been seen partying at the Frenzy recently with Priscilla Parker, at least, that's what the tabloids stated. Still, given her propensity to always be on guard, it was intriguing that KnightHawk was incommunicado. Perhaps Flechette was available. She made that second call.

"Hi."

It was Olivia's voice. She probably wasn't aware of what was happening or her tone would have been different, less playful.

"Flechette, it's Andromeda."
"I read you. What's going on?"
"Just turn on the television, get your gear and meet me at the corner of 23rd and Pauper. I need something to take blood samples."
"Okay. I'll be there ASAP."

Andromeda cut the connection, and turned back towards Prototype, still keeping watch over the suspended thugs.

"Flechette's coming over."
"Good. Do we have to wait here, though? I'm sure we can be useful."
"One of us has to remain with them... you go. Control yourself."

Prototype leaned in for a quick kiss to Andromeda.

"With you, I can."

And Prototype flew off, leaving Andromeda alone to stand watch and wait for Flechette to arrive with the materials she needed. After that, it would only be a matter of taking it to doctor Hurt for analysis. But Andromeda had a relatively good idea what was happening. The symptoms (excessive sexual stimulation, loss of inhibitions, extreme desires) were all too reminiscent of things in her own past... but on this scale? The notion was maddening. How had it happened, and who was responsible? More importantly, how could they stop it?

Flechette wasted no time getting dressed once she realized what was happening. So much for a late morning. She only had three hours of sleep in her, the perks of patrolling the city all night last night. Still, there was work to be done, even if she wasn't in full form. She gathered all her materials and was almost out the door when she remembered Andromeda's request. She picked up the syringe and vials, tucked them securely in her pack, and headed out the window and up the fire escape to the roof of her luxurious penthouse home.

From there, getting to Andromeda's location was just a matter of making a trail over several rooftops down a storage locker where she kept her emergency bike. The path was already well-travelled, so getting there proved no problem at all. However, Flechette did run into a predicament when she reached the alley where her bike was stored. I wasn't empty. In fact, there was a crime happening.

A young woman was on her back, her clothes spread across the alley, being mounted by a man wearing a gang jacket while several of his gangmates were cheering him on. She was screaming for help. Flechette tied her grappler to the edge of the building and, without hesitation swooped down into the alley for the rescue. As she neared the bottom, she readied her crossbow and fired a bolt at the back of the head of the rapist; it knocked him out immediately and he slumped over the screaming girl. She landed in the alley, adopting a fighting stance, as the five other gang members turned to face her. She recognized their gang tags : the Pirates. This was not their neighborhood. What were they doing so far from the harbor?

"You better run before I get mad!"

Her threat was ignored as the five men advanced towards her. Flechette was ready; she dodged the first blow, making the attacker punch his ally in the shoulder as she twirled, sending her own feet waltzing into the belly of a third attacker. Surrounded as she was, she still had superior maneuverability over them, as they tripped on their own numbers. Expertly, she recoiled as one swung air, and she lifted her foot up to his chin, causing him to fall down. One of the attackers managed a blow to her back but she rolled with it, retaliating with a karate chop that knocked the air out of him.

But the numbers game was not to her advantage either. Two of the gang coordinated their assaults, one high, one low. She was able to dodge the punch to her face but missed the kick to her knee which forced her to the ground. She rolled out-of-reach of their grasp, but her knee hurt like hell. The one she had knocked down was standing up, a split lip enraging him.

"Get the bitch!"

Like one man, they charged her. Dodging the assault of one or two would have been a cinch, but the third man landed a punch in her gut, and as she attempted to recover, another managed to grab her arm and twist it. Using her martial arts training to flip him over, she was not able to avoid the oncoming leg sweep, and fell over on her back. Two of the goons jumped on her legs and grabbed them. She tried to roll away, but a third attacker quickly jumped to sit on her belly, knocking the air out of her. He punched her in the face and this time, she was not able to roll with it. A second punch temporarily knocked her lights out.

She was not out long, just long enough for them to lift her up and wrap her hands around a pole, using her own restraints. One of the gang members went to stir his ally, the one that had been raping the victim, from his unsconsciousness. As he stirred, he pulled out of the girl he was in. She sobbed, curling up in a ball.

"What the fuck was that?"
"We got the bitch!"

He pointed to Flechette who was slowly recovering her senses herself. The rapist grinned at her, then looked at his previous victim.

"You better run, girl, and tell everyone the pirates now own this part of town!"

The girl did not need further motivation. She quickly grabbed whatever was left of her clothes and ran down the street. One of his mates complained.

"Man, why'd ya let her go? I wanted to tap that."
"Yeah," another one said, "plus she's probably gonna bring the police."
"Nah... Police are too busy, what with the town being a fuckfest and all... Besides, we got premium ass here, boys..."

They turned back towards Flechette who was trying to figure a way out of her predicament. She noticed their gaze on her and felt ill. This was a very bad start to a very bad day.

"Hold her still and drop her trousers..."

Two of the mates grabbed her shoulders, preventing her from trying any attempt to get out using her own athleticism. One of the others tried to tug at her suit, but it was a one-piece item.

"It's all stuck together."
"So rip it off or cut it off."

When ripping didn't work, the gang member took a knife. At the sight of the blade, not wishing an accidental cut, Flechette stopped struggling. Within seconds, her whole body suit was off and all her assets exposed.

"Hey! We should take off her visor."
"No man," replied the one who seemed to be the leader. "That's against the rules."

What rules, thought Flechette. What were they talking about?

"Hey, look at her pussy... she's all wet!"

He slid a finger against it, and Flechette struggled to budge; the two men holding her tightened their grip. She was not able to hold back a moan as the finger played with her lips for a moment. The leader laughed out loud, then turned to Flechette, moving so he could face her. He had not pulled up his pants, and his hard-on was very clearly visible.

"So, Flechette... My friend (pointing to his cock) and I have a question. How did it feel to suck that sleazy reporter's dirty cock?"
"Fuck you."
"So no chance on me getting the same treatment? Shame. Guess I'll just use another hole...:"

Panic mode set in again.

"No, wait.. don't do it, please."
"Begging. Typical."

He moved around her, slapping her ass hard. She squealed from the pain, but it just drew more fluids from her pussy. It dripped onto the pavement. Setting himself against her, his cock resting against her butt cheeks, he reached around and grabbed her breasts. She moaned from the excitement as much as from the pain of having her nipples twisted.

"Hey!" one of the others complained. "What about us?"
"What about you assholes?" the leader replied.
"Don't we get some too? You already did that other chick..."
"I'm in charge here! Besides, you got some of that dark-haired chick who's with Andromeda last time. I never got some."
"Fine..."

Flechette knew it was going to happen, and her entire body told her it wanted him to do it, but still, she struggled against him until the last moment, until he shifted his position straight against her pussy. He entered her with little effort. She let out a satisfied moan, and the words that followed were not said consciously.

"Oh! fuck yes... deep in me."
"Damn!" said another goon, "this chick is horny as fuck!"

The leader grabbed hold of her buttocks and proceeded to pound her as the two pirates holding her lowered her so she was almost at a ninety-degree angle at the waist. Their leader was enjoying every moment of it, his face contorted with delight and wickedness, reveling in the taking of that sweet eager pussy.

"Goddamn, with all the fucking she's done over time, she's still tight as the border to China!"

Flechette knew it was wrong, but it felt amazing, to be held down, fucked without restraint. She hated how good it felt, and how she longed for all of them to join in. No. She didn't want to think like that. But she wanted it. She wanted it bad. She only hoped he would last long enough for her to get some real satisfaction from her defeat. She wiggled her behind to get the best possible sensation, so she could trigger her own orgasm herself. Under her breath, she kept whispering for him to fuck her good, to fuck her hard, to make her cum...

And then, not caring about her at all, he just emptied his entire load into her, coming early, moaning hard as he came, depriving her of that satisfaction as well. She yelled at him as he groaned, pushing it all in her, trying to get more for herself.

"No... don't... not yet... dammit... fuck!"

She grinded against his cock for more pleasure, but there was none to get anymore. He pulled out, very satisfied. Flechette, still under the spell of her arousal, defiantly spoke up.

"Is that all you got?"
"Bitch wants more", the leader said, laughing. His entire gang laughed along.
"What's the matter?" she insisted. "You done already?"

He walked over to his pants, putting them on swiftly. He came back and crouched so his face was just under hers, while his colleagues still pinned her.

"I got what I wanted, and I ain't gonna give it to you for free, bitch!"

She spat at him. He told his gang to let her go, and they quickly raced out of the alley, leaving her behind with a  costume full of holes, but her equipment still intact. She was mad - mad at herself for being so weak, mad at them for not finishing her off. She regained her composure and used her athleticism, with some effort, to climb up the pole to its top and pull herself free, something she could not have while they were holding her. She then raced to her equipment and got the key for her restraints. Cum was dripping off the side of her leg. She used the cloth from her torn suit to wipe it off. She looked around, but there was nothing else there. She put the bag on her back and strutted up to the secret door where her bike was stored. Still naked, she accessed the entryway and entered, climbing on her bike. So much for clothing, she thought - she had already been delayed enough. Andromeda needed those vials and that syringe.

But the questions remained : what were the pirates doing in this section of the city, and what did it have to do with the overall orgy of sex plaguing the streets. Somehow, she figured they were connected, but she didn't know how. She would ask KnightHawk as soon as she had spoken to Andromeda.

Rolling away as quickly as she could, she pulled out into the street on her naked bike ride, ready to take on any other comers. The point was not to let something like that stop you from getting the job done.

End part 2

****************************************************************

ANGEL DUST, part 3

For Radio Wave, today was chaos. With her ability to scan frequencies and listen in on them, she was overwhelmed by the sheer volume of calls, messages and information broadcast as the city was gripped with one of the strangest incidents in its history. The threat wasn't some kind of invasion, or an army descending upon it, robots tearing the place or any other of the more usual wanton destruction events Eve City had faced.

Today was all about sex. Sex. Sex. Sex. Sex. Sex.

Radio Wave was practically out of her mind, and she had to hold it together, because of her ability to listen in, to hear the callers at the same time as the 911 operators did, and to dispatch her friends, Ricochet, Gem and Ghost, to the scenes so they could manage it. But her brain was being taxed to its limit, and she felt dizzy. She wanted to lie down, but there was work to do, so she focused on it. She would worry about her mental state later.

So far though, she had done a good job. Ricochet had been able to get onto a local bus, where a few of the passengers had been getting rowdy, much to the dismay of the others who did not necessarily want to partake in a moving orgy. Ricochet had managed to subdue the offending party without unnecessary violence or collateral, and she had managed to keep her clothes on all the time.

Ghost was still dealing with four sailors on permission who had barged into a beauty salon to take advantage of the special services offered there - not caring that the services had nothing to do with sex. Ghost had apparently arrived in the middle of the salon employees being stripped down. Being intangible meant that the bad guys could not hit Ghost, but she also could not hit them back. She had managed to get the sprinker system started, then used the distraction to get the girls out. Now, all she had to do was contain the sailors who were hell bent on getting some tail, off of her if they could.

Gem, being capable of flight, had gone into the financial district, where an elevator on the side of the building had been stopped mid-levels by an employee who had taken one of his coworkers hostage, screwing her silly against the open window. Gem, not wanting to cause the man to panic, had managed to land on the roof and slide into the elevator from its hatch. From there, she had taken out the attacker and rescued the employee.

The police were just as busy as the heroines were. So far, there were over three hundred sexually-relevant calls that had come in. Not the majority were actual rapes; many were simply lovers who were expressing their love for each other (and sometimes for a few willing strangers) but making quite a scene doing it. But real crimes were being committed, and someone had reported gangs driving up and down the streets, grabbing women as they ran for shelter. She had seen Silver Streak go after one of them, in fact, but she knew not what was happening there.

In order to be able to get a good signal, Radio Wave had settled herself near the radio tower, on top of the radio station. She was relatively safe up there, and the antenna allowed her power to operate at full capacity, since she used it as an amplifier.

Scanning through the airwaves, she came upon another serious call. A mother, in the suburbs, was calling 911, claiming a group of someones was breaking into her home, and she had her young children, two daughters in there. Immediately, she relayed the information to Ricochet, who turned her bike around and sped to her destination. She could be there in under ten minutes. She hoped it would be fast enough. Entering the suburb of Eve City, where the identical bungalow rows expanded left and right, she raced  through the mostly empty streets and up to the adress. She saw a large pickup on the lawn, but no one outside. They must have already gotten in. Mindful of the mother's plight and the safety of her children, she raced inside, the door already flung open, ready to pounce.

As it happened, she had the right reflex. Movement to her right made her throw her first ring hoop; it hit a man holding a gun square in the jaw. As the ring bounced off the wall and headed back, she threw the second one at someone coming out of the archway to the kitchen. Again, the ring connected on his forehead, stunning him for a moment. She recovered the first ring and dodged into the kitchen, where the second ring returned to her as well. As she steadied herself behind the counter, she quickly glanced about the room. There were four men; from their clothes and look, they seemed to be college students. The two she had already attacked were getting back up, so she needed to press her advantage. She could look for the mother and children later. Jumping over the counter, she slid across the kitchen table with precision, her feet landing in the gut of one of the men. He keeled over. As she was sliding, she tossed both rings at the man down the hall, standing in front of the bathroom. They connected hard with his temples, and he collapsed.

The man with the gun had recovered, and raised the weapon towards her. Her rings were returning to her but would get there too late. She grabbed a piece of silverware on the nearby buffet and tossed it at the enemy. A shot went off, missing its mark, and the plate hit the man in the face.

Before the other two college goons could rise, she knocked the one closest to her with a kick to the face, then retrieved her hoops  and smashed them on the last one's head. She looked around. They were all out. Quickly, she went to the gun, pulled out the clip and tossed it outside, in the yard, making sure the gun was empty. She could now look for the family.

The bungalow had two floors, so she quickly checked the main floor. No one was there. She went down the stairs, mindful of another potential attacker, but there was no one waiting. She heard slight noises coming from further away, towards the back. She made her way there, cautiously, calling out.

"They're gone. You can come out now."

The noises were coming from behind a far door. She reached it and stood in front, calling out its occupants again.

"Are you in there?"

A woman's voice, full of fear, rang out.

"Please don't hurt us..."
"I won't. I'm here to help. I'm Ricochet."

She made herself sound as sympathetic as possible. She heard the lock on the door turn, and the door was pulled open. Behind it, a woman was huddled, and behind her two small children cowered. When they saw the heroine stand there, triumphant, they let out gasps of relief.

"Oh! Thank you! Thank you so much!"

The woman gave Ricochet a big hug, then reached for her children. Ricochet helped them up, and out. They passed by the unconscious college goons on their way out; the mother made sure to cover her children's eyes as they exited.

"Do you have a place you can go until this tides over?" Ricochet inquired.
"Yes... my aunt lives ten houses down."
"Run there. Don't look back. Wait for the police to tell everyone it's safe to come back."
"Oh thank you!"

The woman hurried away with her children, fleeing down the empty street to get to safety. Ricochet took a triumphant pose, legs apart, fists on her hips, chest elevated, proud of her rescue. She failed to notice the college goon who was creeping up behind her, or the baseball bat he was carrying. He swung away and, before she could react to the swishing sound, knocked her at the back of the head. She fell over, completely knocked out by the blow.

"I don't have any news from Ricochet," said Radio Wave, talking to Gem.
"You want me to go and look?" replied the heroine as she flew over the city, getting to her next destination, a local college hangout where more reports of sexual misconduct and assault had come in.
"No, you're busy on this, and Ghost is trying to reason with a man threatening to kill hostages if no one has sex with him... I've got this. I can track her communicator."
"All right. Keep us in the loop."

Working like this, Radio Wave thought, was much more efficient than working alone or with only one partner : getting the heroines to act at specific spots to do surgical strikes worked perfectly in this context. But now, it was her time to join in, and she was happy about it too. She started tracking the signal from the bike. It was still at the adress, but since Ricochet was not answering, she tracked the communicator. It was on the move, still in the suburbs but heading to the inner city. It was traveling slowly too, no faster than twenty kilometers per hour. For Radio Wave, traveling using the air waves was no easy feat, and it required a lot of mental concentration. She released her hold on all other communications, effectively going dark before connecting with the antenna to secure her transport. She couldn't get to the exact location of the movement, but she could get close and further ahead, see it coming.

The transition from matter to frequency crackled as Radio Wave popped into energy, traveling at practically the speed of light in the form of a wave, reforming at the other end near another antenna. She fell to her side as soon as she rematerialized, the effort having drained much of her energy and concentration. She gathered her wits as quickly as they would allow, and she got up again, heading to the side of the roof so she could see what was happening. According to the tracking, Ricochet's communicator in her mask should be right below.

She looked down.

"Oh no!"

She almost passed out from the sight, her nerves already shot from everything that had been happening so far.

Ricochet woke up with a splitting headache. The world was all wobbly, shaking left and right, and not in a very pleasant way. She also woke in a very strange position, on all fours. Her hands and feet did not budge, and she realized they were chained to something, pinning her in place. She also woke up to the sensation of a hard something inside her cunt, ramming it in, and the thrust of it inside her was accompanied by the swaying of her environment. Immediately, she moaned from the sensation

As her eyes came into focus, she realized what was going on. She was in the back of the pickup, tied down to a metal frame by heavy clasps. The truck was rolling, which made it wobble around, its suspension shot. And someone behind her was pounding his entire meat into her warm pussy, yelling out at the top of his lungs about his conquest of a superheroine. She quickly assessed all the parameters of her situation

She was being fucked by some college kid, probably one of those she had previously knocked out, and they were casually driving down the street. She faced backwards, looking at the trail behind her, feeling his rhythmic penetration envelop her in a daze. The splitting headache did not help her cause in any way.

The kid riding her must have realized she was awake, because he reached down and grabbed her hair, pulling her head back as far as it would go.

"Holy fuck, I'm fucking Ricochet, hot fuck!"

He sounded drunk. Perhaps he was. She struggled against the restraints, but they were made of solid metal. There was no way to break them.

"You like my dick up your cunt, don't you, you whore!"

Despite her best efforts to resist, it was hard not to appreciate the physical pleasure she derived from his lewd violation, like all times, but she wasn't about to give him any satisfaction either way. She wasn't going to beg for it, and she wasn't going to give him any bravado. This time, she would hold it in, all of it and just let him be done with his business. At least, that was the plan. The important thing was that the mother and children were safe...

She could see over the side of the truck, so she noticed they had left the suburbs and were heading to more populated areas. Great! More people to see her humiliated like this...

The college kid lacked experience in pleasing a woman, but he made up for it in energy to spare. With the ceaseless pounding came increased reactions, and Ricochet was now panting under his thrusts. She was near the edge, the one where she would abandon all reason for a moment and allow the explosion to draw out the moans and screams she kept denying him.

Suddenly, the truck swerved to the left, destabilizing the college kid, making him fall to the side and pulling out too soon. Ricochet held back her scream of disappointment, her being so close to orgasm, wondering what had just happened. She could not see what was in front of the vehicle, but she heard the voice.

"Unhand her, you monsters!"

Radio Wave. She had come to rescue her. Good girl, she thought.

In front of the truck, Radio Wave stood tall, as tall as she could. The driver of the pickup, another college kid, stepped out. He was larger than Radio Wave by a mile.

"Well, look at that... two for the price of one."
"I command you to stop this!"

He burst out laughing. He was joined by his two friends who had been following in a small car. Radio Wave was clearly intimidated, but she tried not to show it. In her communicator, she silently called to Gem and Ghost.

"Once you're done where you are, if you could get here on the double..."

She gave them the street and nearest cross-street. Two of the college goons went around to her sides. The driver called back to his friend in the truck, who was looking on, wondering why they had stopped.

"You can carry on, Rollo. We've got this."

The college kid in the truck gave a thumbs up to his friend and went back to work on Ricochet again, resuming where he had left off. By now, Ricochet's excitement had fallen back down, so he would have to raise it again. She sighed as the pulsating waves of pleasure started to roll back into her from his movements.

Meanwhile, Radio Wave was in a bad spot, and she knew it. She decided her best bet was to buy time.

"Why are you doing this, guys?"

She made herself insistent; they needed answers and fast, as it seemed the situation could just go on forever. The leader actually answered in a very nonchalant manner.

"I don't know. Just something we always wanted to do, so why not?"
"That's it? No one put you up to this?"
"Nah. We want to do this..."
"But... why? You'll only go to jail..."
"Don't matter to me..."

She kept an eye on his two mates, ready to pounce on her. She felt like running, even though that would mean abandoning Ricochet to her fate. But she was already deeply in it, so what more could they do to her, really? She instantly felt bad for thinking such a thing. Still, she needed a plan. She knew what these guys wanted. She needed a new way to stall for time.

"Stop!" she called out.

They froze, waiting on her next move. She dropped her defensive stance.

"You win. I surrender."

Ricochet was hearing everything. She yelled out to her protégé as she was being violated still by the inexhaustible college kid.

"No!... Don't you dare surender..."

But Radio Wave had made up her mind, and she couldn't explain her plan to her mentor in this moment. The young heroine pleaded a little.

"Get your friend to stop whatever he's doing to Ricochet."
"I couldn't if I wanted, honey-pot... Are you surrendering or not?"

They wouldn't stop on Ricochet. The other part of her plan still stood, though.

"I have only one condition then on my surrender."
"What condition?"
"A game. I ask you a question, you answer it, then you order me to do something and I do it. Kind of a truth of dare, I truth you, you dare me."

The college kid was amused by the notion.

"All right. You start with your question."

She had to make it count, to make it last some time, give her friends time to resolve their situations and arrive.

"Can you tell me everything you did today, from the time you got up to before you captured my... Ricochet?"
"You want to know that?"
"It's my question, and be specific. Answer it fully, and I'll do a dare for you, anything you ask."

She emphasized the word 'anything'. The college driver looked at her with a quizzical look, but he found the idea amusing. In the sidewalks on each side of the street, a crowd had gathered, intimidated by the confrontation; their looks oscillated between the truck where Ricochet was being taken hard, and the teen heroine who defiantly challenged the college goon to a truth or dare contest.

"All right. I got up about 8:00, took a piss, had some breakfast..."
"What did you have for breakfast?"
"Hey, that's another question..."
"No, I said to be specific."
"And I said that's another question!"

Radio Wave did not feel she should argue more, but she needed the information. Compromise seemed the right idea.

"Fine. Answer that question too and I'll do two dares," she reluctantly agreed.
"Sounds legit. Eggs, toast, bacon, orange juice... coffee. Then hooked up with my mates, we were heading out to practice when we decided - you know what, we should find someone to fuck, as a gang, you know..."
"You thought that?"
"Yeah. Sorta made sense. I mean, we're all up for a good fuck, if you get my drift."

She didn't, but it didn't matter. He continued his story.

"So we took my pickup, and I remembered this hottie milf - one of my ex' mom - so we headed out there and we wanted to fuck her up, but she hid somewhere. I think we may have gotten the wrong house, they all look alike. Anyway, while we were looking, your hottie pink slut friend arrived and beat the crap out of us... and that's it."

Radio Wave pondered his words, wondering if anything he had said could lead them to the truth behind the events happening across the city.

"My turn," he called out, and she was grimly reminded of their deal. "I want you to strip and - you said two things - give me the best goddamn blowjob in the world!"
"No. Don't do it!" yelled out Ricochet.

Radio Wave was stuck. She had bought some time, over two minutes. If she wanted to keep the situation under control and not get swarmed by the three goons at the same time, she needed to comply. She started stripping off her costume, slowly, making it seductive, hoping to gain more time. But the driver was impatient.

"Faster than that!"

He was unzipping his belt, ready to drop them at a moment's notice, and still no help on the horizon. Bystanders were looking in with both anticipation and horror; she thought for a moment of calling them to help her, but she saw the gun in one of the goons' belt. Someone was bound to get shot if they came.

Ricochet was trying desperately not to give an inch to her assaillant, but she was fighting a losing battle. After two rounds of constant thrusts and motion inside her, she was giving in to the urge. She knew what Radio Wave was up to, and she wanted her to stop, but there was no stopping the college kid riding her insides. Finally, inexorably, she felt it rush head-on, exploding her mind and body at the same time, and the college kid kept the rhythm going, driving it home further and further, giving her more than enough pleasure while still keeping it in on his side. This could go on forever, and on a certain level, Ricochet wanted it to never stop.

Radio Wave was now as naked as she usually was in these situations. She had kept her boots and gloves, and of course, her mask. She walked slowly towards the driver. He got impatient and walked up to her, forcing her down to her knees. Without ceremony, he whipped it out; it was already very stiff and hit her on the cheek as it popped out. She cringed at it.

"Oh yeah... this is gonna be good."

Perhaps Radio Wave could still buy some time and get more information.

"Ok... I'll pleasure you and... blow you... if you tell me about the food you ate this morning."

Radio Wave knew these men were drugged, and the only thing she could think of that could explain a city wide phenomenon that affected some but not all, was a common parameter. The food might have been drugged at the source, and whoever ate the food became obsessed with sex. It made more sense than any other  theory she had thought up. The driver was not sure to understand what she was asking.

"No... you just suck on my cock and be done with it, or else..."
"Just tell me about the orange juice, then... what brand?"
"I don't know. The one with the sun on it. Now, start sucking or I break your jaw."

She had stalled long enough, too long perhaps. He was ready to get violent. She put her lips against it, fighting her gag reflex, and wrapped her mouth around it. He moaned hard, and his cock became even stiffer, forcing her mouth open in an unpleasant way. He placed his right hand on her head to keep her on him.

"Now, suck, Radio-whore!"

Suck, she did, with disgust and discomfort, but she sucked on it like a pro. She needed to get this over with fast.

As she worked him up, his friend pounding into Ricochet reached his limit. He pulled out of her, breaking her orgasmic rhythm, and pumped his load out of his cock and onto her naked back, yelling out a triumphant 'yee-ha' as he did. His friends cheered him on. Ricochet, now free of him, collapsed onto herself, her arms and legs drained from the position she was in, and her pussy sore from the sustained contact.

Just them, unexpectedly, Gem appeared overhead.

"Unhand them, you monsters.."

For whatever reason, as the driver looked up upon hearing the flying heroine call them out, seeing her form in her sexy green costume, he pushed harder on Radio Wave's head, driving his cock further into her mouth, and he came hard, shooting his full load into her warm throat. She gagged on it with intensity. As her teeth grazed his manhood, he pulled out and pushed her to the ground.

"Fuck! We gotta get out of here!"

They started running in all directions, as did the crowd. Gem wanted to chase after them, but she was more worried about her allies. She went to Radio Wave first. She was spitting out all the cum she had not swallowed.

"Are you ok? I got here as fast as I could."
"Not fast enough... no, it's ok. Go free Ricochet."

Gem headed to the truck to liberate Ricochet, while Radio Wave straightened herself, retrieving her costume. The orange juice. It could be the key, or it could a wild goose chase. Maybe this sacrifice had been for nothing. She hoped not. It would really suck.

End part 3

****************************************************************

ANGEL DUST, part 4

The day was not better for SilverStreak than for her allies. Despite an early morning for training, things had escalated quickly as she hit the showers in the gym around 8AM. As the water rinsed away the sweat from her exercises, with other women cleaning up under the shower heads adjacent to hers, three naked guys had rushed into the women's locker, only one thing on their minds. Cries for help had drawn Julia into the room, where three ladies were being molested in the modesty of the changing room and the men, bodybuilders and eager as they came, were about to do the deed. Julia's heroic instincts had kicked in and while she had restrained her speed, she had jumped the first one and pushed him off his victim.

Racing to the second one, who was about to push himself into a girl fresh out of the showers while everyone else panicked, she kicked him in the side. He was pushed to the side, giving his victim a chance to escape. He turned to face Julia. She tried punching him in the face but he deflected her fist away and grabbed her wrist - he would never have been able to had she used her full speed, but she was not in costume. She managed to twist herself free, but as they tumbled about, he ended up grabbing her by the waist from the front, pressing himself against her stomach. She tried to kick at him but her feet did not reach anything vital; she elbowed his head, which only earned her scorn. He squeezed her hard, pushing the breath out of her. She wiggled upwards to escape him, trying to climb above his head, but doing so, she ran her pussy against his hardened wood. Already stimulated from the battle, thanks to all of the sexual reprogramming undergone under villain influence so many times in her career, her slit was already wet, and not just from the shower.

He held her tight, and slammed her against the wall, her head hitting a light. Stunned for a moment, she was unable to act as he released his grip, and she slipped onto him without effort. The penetration sent her gasping for air even more, filling her up unexpectedly and not without providing excellent stimulation. He grabbed her wrists and, pinning her to the wall, he proceeded to pound her insides with ferocity.

Some of the girls actually came to her rescue, or at least tried to. They punched the man in the back, pushed and pulled him to get him off of her, which only made his movements inside her that much more intense. It took her but a minute of this back and forth to reach an incredible release, contracting all the muscles in her pussy, which also sent him over the edge a moment later. He pumped and pumped until he could no longer go, and Julia felt wave after wave of pleasure drowning her body and mind.

A security officer arrived at that point and was able to pull the brute off Julia. She fell to the floor, her steaming pussy dripping madly from their combined juices. Two other girls had been violated in similar fashion, and both were sobbing profusely from the agression, their girlfriends trying to console them, while the rapists were being summarily dragged out of there without much concern for their well-being. Julia managed to get to her feet just enough to return to the shower and wash away the newly formed sweat and the liquids from her body. She still reeled from the intense orgasm, so when a girlfriend came over to check on her, she jumped. Not wishing to get more questions asked, or get further aroused, she said that she was fine, and made her way quickly out of there, almost forgetting to get her bag and clothes. She got dressed as she walked into the main hall, where most of the training athletes had stopped to watch the news. It was strange and grim.

Despite having just been raped, the sensation still riding in her mind, Julia knew she had to act. She rushed out of the gym, turned into an alley, and changed clothes again, slipping into something more silvery. With her speed, she could cover more ground than most of her allies, and she felt this city-wide emergency was going to need all of them. And if it went to hell, she thought, she had already been fucked today, so she was already taken care of. Immediately after thinking it, she regretted thinking it.

Racing across Eve City to spot trouble-makers proved to be easier than in most other days. They didn't hide. They did it in plain sight. She found the couples fucking on top of their cars. She visited the mob in Gateway Park, who were still hunting for her friend Zephyr, who had been there before her. It was good to know that Zephyr was back in town. Another hand for this fight. Eventually, she spotted the gang members, the Pirates, driving on their bikes across town, way out of their usual territory. At first, she followed them to see what they were doing. When she realized they were picking random girls off the streets, she knew she had to stop them.

She started by singling out the riders that had not yet taken any victims. She retrieved a metal pole and started running up and down the streets where they were mostly concentrated, downtown, the entertainment district. She summarily proceeded to running up to them, pole in hand, and slamming the pole against the back wheel. This made the drivers lose control as their motorcycles started to drift and most were unable to recover. She was able to take down at least seven of them before they got onto her scheme and started shooting back. Her faster speed allowed her to dodge bullets, but there were bystanders who might have been injured by strays, so she could not take that chance. She had to come up with a better plan. That's when it occured to her that perhaps, this time, she didn't have to do it alone. She had spotted several of her friends as she raced across the city. Prototype and Andromeda. Radio Wave was directing traffic for Ricochet, Gem and Ghost. Ms Dynamo and Flare.

Silver Streak arrived at the site where she had spotted another heroine earlier. She was still there in her one-piece shiny white and pastel suit, hovering over the area, staring down a group of armed thugs (not sure what gang they were from, but they were not pirates) who had taken hostages and retreated inside a furniture store, and who threatened to take out their hostages if anyone came in. Silver Streak ducked into a side alley and motioned to Plasma. The flying heroine reluctantly left her position and flew to meet her ally.

"What do you want, Silver?"
"Figured you could use a hand."
"I'm perfectly fine."
"Well, I'm not. This is too big for pride, Plasma."

The powerful energy-wielding heroine knew SilverStreak was right. There was pride in operating alone, but that pride could get messy.

"You know what I've got here?" inquired Plasma.
"Hostages and guns. Bad mix."
"I can't fly in all energy blazing, or they may shoot the girls... and who knows what they're doing to them right now. What's wrong with these people?"
"I don't know," Silverstreak answered. "Andromeda thinks  they're drugged somehow. She was waiting on a sample when I last saw her."

Plasma was getting impatient.

"We need to save them."
"I can vibrate through the back door and secure the hostages," said SilverStreak. "As soon as I do that, I'll give you a cue, and you can tear them new ones."
"I like that plan. Good luck."

It was a risky move. If there were too many, Silver Streak stood a chance of being knocked out and becoming a hostage herself. But there was no real hesitation, just the consideration of the possibility. The girls knew the risks moreso than anyone else.

SilverStreak got into position, while Plasma returned to hover in front of the store, drawing the attention of the gang guards. Focusing her power to vibrate through matter, SilverStreak readied herself and charged in. She made it into the backstore, but there were no gang members there, so she headed to the show room in a flash and dashed through the wall; it was as bad as they had imagined. The employees of the furniture store had been taken hostage by the gang; the men had been chained to heavy furniture, and were now treated to a spectacle - an orgy - where gang members were raping the female employees of all ages, sometimes one or two gang members on an employee. Tears and moans of despair filled the room. SIlverStreak did not even hesitate as she returned to full material state and punched her way into the gang; hooks, lefts, rights, uppercuts all sent the gang rapists flying around, away from their victims. SilverStreak screamed as loud as she could, tearing into the bastards without remorse.

When Plasma saw the guards at the entrance look inwards, she knew her turn was up. She fired a massive bolt at the windows, shattering them, covering the guards with shards of glass. She flew in with reckless abandon and, using only her energy charged fists, proceeded to pummel everyone who stood in her way.

The ten or so employees of the store, the chained men and the rescued women, could only marvel at the precision and violence which the heroines used to take down the villains, an almighty duo of power and speed, frightening yet so amazing. Within less than thirty seconds, every single gang member was down. SilverStreak was panting, not from exhaustion but from exhiliration. She screamed at the top of her lungs while Plasma shot the chains off the men, and called to the group.

"You're safe. We need to gather these bastards and secure them!"

The male employees carried out the order; while Plasma coordinated the capture, SilverStreak went over to the victims, all four of them. She seemed apologetic.

"I'm so sorry we didn't get here sooner."
"You got here," said the store manager, trying to smile while covering herself up with a blanket. "That's what matters. Thank you SilverStreak."

The heroine smiled. It felt good to get a victory in every once in a while, and to get recognition, well, after the last few weeks, it was almost a blessing. She helped the women cover themselves up, then returned to Plasma who had finished securing the villains.

"So the police are supposedly on their way," Plasma said. "If they have any wagons remaining to pick these up."

The heroines made their goodbyes to the employees and exited the building. Plasma, able to take a breath, turned her full attention to her colleague.

"What did you need? Or did you just come to help me?"
"Both. The Pirates are kidnapping girls off the streets, and they've started shooting at me, so I can't stop them without endangering hostages."
"What's going on today, dammit!"

Plasma was irritated. She had planned other activities for today to get her mind off the recent backlashes in their lives; this was definitely not good for her mood.

"You have ranged attacks. You can swoop in from the sky and take them out."
"I can do that, sure. But what are you going to do?"
"Well, they're taking the girls somewhere, so I'm going to find that out."
"Okay."
"And once I know, I'll come get you, and we'll swoop in together."

Plasma hated to say it, but she said it anyway.

"Do you think they're slave-traders?"
"Maybe. We'll see."

The girls shook on it. Plasma lifted off the ground, over the city, and started looking for the villainous Pirate gangs, roaming the streets, to take them down from above. Even if they shot at her, the chances of a stray bullet hitting a civilian were abysmally low, since they would be shooting upwards. It was a good idea.

SilverStreak ran around and spotted one of the gang members on his bike, one who had already kidnapped a girl and was unwillingly being dragged along. It sucked that she could not be rescued yet, but it was only a matter of time, the heroine figured. The bike headed for the harbor, which did not surprise the speedster at all. When the bike pulled into a dock, SilverStreak darted to where she could not be seen, allowing him to gain some distance, then doubling around so she could observe his actions. She settled in an alley just off a specific dock, where a large boat was waiting.

Now, she thought, we'll find out what's going on.

Plasma was doing a good job of preventing the Pirates from kidnapping any more women off the streets, and having fun with it as well. With so many of their bikes now taken down, they had no choice but to retreat any way they could. While Plasma would have loved to chase them down and teach them a lesson, her priorities were elsewhere. As she hovered past a roof, she saw a young woman, possibly in her twenties, standing on the edge of the building. Suddenly, she jumped. Without even thinking about it, Plasma flew quickly to her and caught her, moments after she'd left the building. The woman was in tears; her skirt as well as her blouse were torn in many places. Plasma brought her down to the ground, careful to let her go as softly as possible.

"What happened?" the heroine asked, trying to sound sympathetic.
"They raped me... they put their.. and I... I'm just a whore..."

Plasma felt her heart break and rage at the same time. The words spontaneously burst out of her chest.

"No. You're not. You're a beautiful woman, and they're monsters. They're the pigs..."

The jumper was still sobbing, but it was quieting down.

"They're not worth killing yourself over. You're better than them. Stronger. You'll show them!"
"You really think so...?"

Plasma was glad. Her speech seemed to be getting through.

"Yes, I do... Please don't do this again... You're better than that."

The woman jumped into Plasma's arms, giving her a big strong hug, then a kiss on the lips. Plasma was a little stunned, but she took the compliment for it was, gratefulness.

"Thank you... I'm so sorry for..."
"It's quite all right. I have to go now. Get somewhere safe."
"I will."

Plasma smiled again, then flew off to find other people in distress and criminals to stop. The woman watched her walk away for a moment, then she spoke up into the air.

"I tagged Plasma. Heading back to central."

A voice in her ear communicator replied.

"Goob job, Five. Get back here."

The woman smirked, an evil grin making its way onto her face as she broke her act, then she ran into an alley where she disappeared.

SilverStreak did not like what she was seeing. The pirates were there, in the boatyard, several of them anyway, and they were bringing their captives on board the boat. On it, she saw the girls being handed off to a second crew : the Red Ninjas. That was a revelation. The Pirates and Ninjas working together to kidnap people. That was definitely not their traditional method of operation, and the fact they were cooperating was at best bothersome, and at worst very dangerous for the city. Since when had the Ninjas become slavers? SilverStreak hesitated between getting back to Plasma for help or sneaking onto the craft to investigate further. Under any other day, she would have chosen the latter, but this was too big for her to handle alone.

As if on cue, SilverStreak saw Prototype flying down towards her location. At first, SilverStreak was afraid the flying heroine had given away her position by arriving from the sky, but there was no reaction from the boat. They must not have seen her coming, given that they were busy with their slave handling.

"Prototype? How'd you find me?"
"I didn't. I found this place. It was easy once I figured out the Pirates were kidnapping people. I followed the trail, as you did, I'm sure."
"Yeah, well, there's a lot of them in there, so I wasn't eager to confront two whole gangs alone."
"You have me, now!"

Prototype's attiude boasted with confidence, but SilverStreak was still unsure how much she could trust the new heroine, despite reassurances by Andromeda. She also wasn't certain if even the two of them could take out two whole gangs.

"We need more hero power... where's Andromeda?"
"I am unsure. She is finding a cure for this madness, I think."

SilverStreak needed a plan, and she found it.

"All right, Prototype, here's what we're going to do. I'm going to run and get us some allies to take this down. You watch the ship. Don' t act unless you see them packing up to leave. If they do, take out their rotor, at the back of the ship. It'll stop them cold."

Prototype acknowledged the plan, which eased SilverStreak's worries. She took a deep breath, then ran back towards the city, leaving Prototype on watch, hopeful that she would follow orders until cavalry arrived.

Finding Plasma was not really that hard, but SilverStreak found the trio of Ricochet, Gem and Radio Wave in the middle of a street. By the looks on their faces, something bad had happened, but given the circumstances, SilverStreak did not have time to inquire. She approached Ricochet.

"Hey... busy?"
"Not anymore."

SilverStreak couldn't help but notice the uneasy sway of her comrade, and she sort of figured out what was behind it. She extended the only sympathy she could, given her own plight earlier in the morning.

"You too?"
"Yep. I'm fine. What do you want?"
"I found where the Pirates are taking the girls. Out in the harbor. They're working with the Ninjas."

Radio Wave heard everything, so she spoke out, bewildered.

"Pirates and Ninjas, working together? I don't believe it!"
"Believe it, girl, it's happening."

Gem joined in on the conversation.

"So you want our help in taking them down, then?"
"I do. There's too many for us to go at it alone. How's the police handling the rest, Radio Wave?"

The heroine turned her power back on, locking into the police frequencies.

"They're overwhelmed but coping. Seems the rate of reports has decreased significantly, like everyone went insane around the same time and are waking up."
"Well, we'll hope they can manage the rest while we rescue the slaves..." SilverStreak started.
"... and take out the gangs!" finished Ricochet.
"Yep. I just need to get Plasma, and we'll head there. Be ready to move."

The speedster streaked away. Ricochet looked around. She was now on foot. She turned to Gem.

"Can you get me back to my bike?"
"Sure, girlfriend. Hop on."

It was embarassing for Ricochet to climb onto Gem's back while she lifted her back to the house where her bike had been left behind. Embarassing, and a little thrilling.

End part 4

****************************************************************

ANGEL DUST, part 5

During the summer of last year, during one of the worst heat waves to hit Eve City in forever, college student Kayla McKay had been taken hostage by a gang of terrorists calling themselves the WaterLords. They had captured every one on Twilight Beach during one of the summer's hottest parties, and had rounded up all of the younger women (including her) on their boats. While the heroines of Eve City had been busy tearing down the bad guys, Kayla and her friends had been taken to the hold of the ship, where they had been submitted to muliple tortures, for the sheer benefit of their employers. Given doses of a drug called Euphoria, they had been plugged into machines which worked to extract their sexual juices - for whatever twisted reason. Kayla and her friends had been tormented and pleasured by these machines for over an hour before the heroines were able to get to them and operate a rescue; even that had not gone as planned, as their rescuers also got captured and plugged into the machines. Eventually, the mighty Andromeda had managed to break herself out through sheer will and had proceeded to wreck the place.

Kayla McKay had spent the next week or so in the hospital, drained of all energy and on suicide watch. By the seventh day, the depression had died down and turned to anger. She was recommended for therapy. She didn't go. She did something else instead.

One night last November, a young couple was getting mugged, and the mugger was trying to get frisky with the female companion, when a new heroine arrived on the scene, clad in a pink and purple body suit, with a purple eye mask, racing up to the mugger and jumping him, breaking his hold on the couple. As they ran, the heroine had fought the mugger and, to her own astonishment, held her own, despite getting her costume torn in the process. That night, Kayla McKay ceased to be afraid and decided she had the right stuff for the job. Ms Avenger was born.

Ms Avenger operated under the radar of the other heroines, not that they didn't know about her, but she didn't have their resources. She didn't have fancy powers like Andromeda or Plasma, was not able to throw hoops with accuracy like Ricochet or tap into communications like Radio Wave. She wasn't even packing a whole lot of gadgets like KnightHawk. What she had was an unbreakable spirit, reinforced by every encounter she had against villains. She worked small-time, mostly, targeting spur-of-the-moment acts of criminality in her small neighborhood. Having quit school to learn how to fight and hunt criminals, she was no longer allowed any bursaries, so she decided to go work at a local seedy bar, where as a waitress, she could overhear the local criminals plan their heists. It only worked so much, but it was still a way to pay the bills.

She paid little attention to the press, and rarely worked with anyone, police or superheroine. She kept to herself and, so far, had mostly avoided the public humiliations her distant comrades in arms had suffered over the past few months. Mostly.

Today, she was thinking that having a few friends might have come in handy.

Ms Avenger was late getting to the party. Working nights at the bar, she was now pretty much in charge of closing up around 3AM. After she was done, she usually raced back to her seedy apartment, one block from work, and she donned her costume and patrolled until sunrise. Then, she got to bed and slept at least until noon. But not today. Sounds of emergency vehicles racing down her street had woken her up around nine, and she had turned on the television and radio as well as internet news to find out what was happening. The reality of it did not set in immediately, but it was massive, city-wide, and positively troubling. Of course, there was no question in her mind that she had to act. Ms Avenger did not usually operate in broad daylight, unless she had to. This one was a necessity.

Finding someone in distress had not been hard, unfortunately. Stepping out the window in full costume (taking a chance doing it in broad daylight, she acknowledged) and onto the metal stairs connected to the building, she slid down the sides and to the street. She operated within her immediate area mainly for lack of transportation. Her car had been stolen a few months back and she was still waiting on the insurance to pay up. Her regular job only covered rent and costume repair : it was amazing how much those things actually cost when factoring in maintenance!

Her attention focused on crime spotting, she ran around the mostly empty streets (people not involved in criminal acts, victims or perpetrators, were mostly hiding at home, following the recommendations of the police) until she heard wails coming from a local butcher's shop, right across the street. She knew the butcher and his family (Kevin, the father, in his fifties, an honest man; Libby, his dutiful wife, who kept the store clean; their son Michael, in his late twenties who helped around the shop; and Kristine, about her age, stuyding to become a hairdresser). Knowing people she cared about might be in danger awoke the fury in her, and she dashed to their place as fast as she could.

The scene she happened upon, however, when she ran inside, the door being already open, completely dumbfounded her, and she screamed :

"What the hell are you doing?"

Bent over the service counter, she saw the tortured face of Libby, moaning and wailing in pain and discomfort. Behind and on top of her, riding her hard, a butcher's knife in hand, was her husband. He was also pinning her arms together against her back with his other strong hand. From his positioning, Ms Avenger could tell he was anally taking her. But that was not the worst of it. On the other side of the room, he saw their son's exposed ass, and on the other side of him, clearly sucking her brother, was Kristine, whose face was completely obscured by her brother`s presence (although Ms Avenger could see that Kristine's top had been torn and her breasts were dangling out). Michael was holding his sister's hands above her, restraining her movements. The two men were ravaging their wife and sister; they turned their gaze towards the new arrival, as did Libby, pleading for rescue.

Ms Avenger immediately went on the attack, striking the son first at the base of the neck, a technique she had learned during her self-defense courses. It did the trick, and stunned Michael who collapsed, letting go of his sister. As her face came into view, Ms Avenger saw the sigh of relief she was expecting, but she had no time to dwell on it. She turned to help Libby, but her husband had threateningly lowered the butcher's knife against her neck, as he kept pounding into wife's ass.

"Easy now, sir... don't do anything stupid."

Ms Avenger cast a quick glance at Michael, to make sure he wasn't getting up, before turning her full attention to the scene.

"This is not stupid... I'm having sex with my wife."
"And your son... molesting your daughter," the heroine replied. "Is that normal?"
"Kids need more sexual experiences if they're gonna grow up."

Something was off. She knew this man, and he did not normally speak like this - or act like this. He was a kind soul. Something either had snapped in him, or he was being influenced. The rage wanted her to kick him down hard, but the wise course of action was parlay, if only for the victim's sake.

"Why are you doing this now?"
"Because I want to... my wife always said we might try it in the ass someday... so I figured... why not today?"
"Please make him stop," begged Libby. "He's tearing me apart."
"For the love of God, sir, at least stop pounding into your wife!"

Her commanding tone actually worked. He stopped his motion, but he remained inside her. The wife stopped moaning.

"That's better... do you fell all right, sir?"
"I feel good. Better than ever. Full of energy, like I could to this all day."
"Did you have weird dreams, or did strange people come over before you started... this with your wife and daugher?"
"No. I slept great. Felt rested."

His nonchalance answering her questions made Ms Avenger wonder if he was even realizing what he was doing. It was all too matter-of-fact to be reasoned. His mind was disconnected somehow, and his morality, which would normally have prevented this from happening, was off. At least, she had read that in a book and it made sense. Drugs could do that. He was on drugs.

"Did you take any drugs, sir?"
"Nope. Only drug I take is nicotine, and some aspirin for my heart."

She saw his hips starting to sway, again almost as if he was unaware of what he was doing. Perhaps making him realize was they key to breaking whatever hold the drug was having on him.

"Sir, are you aware that you're holding a knife to your wife's throat?"

It took him a moment to realize it, but he acknowledged it and seemed surprised.

"Yes. You're right."
"She's your wife. She loves you. You don't need a knife to make love to your wife, do you?"

Again, a long hesitation preceded the realization.

"I guess I don't."
"So put it down, and then, you can continue with your wife, right?"

Libby was looking straight at her. The heroine was hinting her to agree. The wife got the message.

"Yes, honey... I want you to fuck me in the ass... just put the knife away and you can do it all day."
"Well, "he started, "that seems a reasonable request. Okay."

It took him a moment for him to put the knife down. He had time to give one more thrust inside his wife before Ms Avenger was on him, punching him in the face hard over the counter. He collapsed, slipping out of his wife's ass. She breathed a sigh of relief.

"Oh god! Thank you, Ms Avenger..."

She practically collapsed herself, but Ms Avenger held her up. She helped get her to her feet, although her legs were wobbly, and she wouldn't sit down.

"What happened here?"
"I don't know," replied Libby while caressing her posterior, "he just came about the place and pinned me over the counter. Normally, I wouldn't have minded - we've done it before on the counter, don't tell our customers... but this was weird. And then my son came in..."

She looked at her daughter, still in shock, tears flowing, and she raced up to her.

"So you don't know what caused it?"
"No! They'd just had breakfast, " continued the mother while tending to her daughter, covering her up. "I don't understand."
"I think they were drugged. I'll tie them up until the drugs wear off. Call the police."

The mother panicked.

"But I don't want them arrested!"
"If they were under influence and you don't file charges, they won't be, but you need to call the police."
"Ok..."

Ms Avenger took care of the father and son before heading out, making sure they would cause no more problems. What kind of drug could make people behave this way, she wondered? There was little time to think. There were more people to save.

The rest of her interventions had been similar. Getting thugs off a cheerleader (in her skimpy suit) while preventing them from tearing her own. Taking down a man with a gun, desperately screaming for people to have sex with him. Telling an adult couple to take their business inside instead of doing a live show in the middle of the street, and then, while forcing them to move, avoiding becoming the third wheel in an unwanted threesome.

Ms Avenger was already tired when she came up on an unsettling scene. Being overwhelmed by images of sex around her, she thought the man in the blue suit was molesting the naked girl at first, so she ran down the alley, but as she neared the sight, she noticed that it was the other way around, that the girl was actually the one manhandling the man, a police officer. The girl was wearing very little, making Ms Avenger believe that she was naked at first. In truth, she wore a skin-tight light brown halter top and sports bottom, with darker brown stripes around its edges. She wore small dark brown boots up to her heels, dark brown gloves that ended at the wrists, and a small eye mask, similar to hers, but in the same dark brown as the rest of her costume. Her hair, also dark brown, was tied in a knot behind her head. Finally, she had some kind of rope belt around her waist.

"Unhand that man!" Ms Avenger called out.

Almost as if she was heeding the warning, the young costumed lady pushed the cop against the back wall, with force; he hurt his back as he impacted. She then flipped upon herself, twisting her legs in the air and recovering herself so she could stand at ready to fight. Ms Avenger stopped her rush and adopted a similar stance.

"Hello Ms Avenger. I was hoping we'd meet."
"You're in my district, attacking a police officer. You have one option to surrender before I beat your face in."
"That's funny, I was about to say something similar, but not about your face..."

Ms Avenger jumped forward, ready to attack, but the costumed villainess backflipped out-of-reach. She was very athletic, and very pretty (for an evil person), Avenger thought.

"I'm Heartless, by the way. Holly Heartless. A pleasure... for you."

Ms Avenger was tired from her crime-fighting and lack of sleep, so she wasted no time on banter. Whoever this Holly Heartless was, she was going down, and fast. Ms Avenger took some of the best moves from her playbook, and threw them at her enemy, but Holly gracefully dodged each attack, rolling out of the way, never retaliating, only drawing the fight around the alley. Ms Avenger was getting angry.

"Stand still, you damn grasshopper!"
"I can't. I'm hyperactive, that's what they tell me."

The anger was boiling inside Ms Avenger, and she was glad for it. Finally, someone to punch, an equal, someone to challenge her, a real fight, not some sissy goon only waiting to rip off her clothes... She was pushing harder now, and some of her hits were almost reaching Holly, who accelerated the pace of her evasions to keep up. She would get her, at some point, she would...

And then, the punch missed its mark and connected with the policeman's jaw. Taking control of the environment, Holly had maneuvered the heroine to just the right spot so that, when she moved, the recovering policeman would be at the exact spot her head was a moment ago. The heroine thought she heard something crack, and a horrified look came across her face. She froze in complete panic.

That's when Holly struck, quick and fast. Her punches were not that tough, less strong than Ms Avenger's, but each and every single hit struck its mark : neck, elbow, shoulder, back, gut, breast, hip, hand. She followed it up with a sweep while Ms Avenger was still recovering from the impacts, and the heroine fell hard on her side. 

As Ms Avenger tried to recover her wits, Holly grabbed the rope belt around her waist and, wih surgical precision, proceeded to wrap a small noose around Ms Avenger's right wrist. The heroine punched in the air with her left, but Holly flipped over her, twisting the grabbed arm behind her back, then managing to go around the heroine and wrap her other wrist around another noose, tightening it instantly. She then pulled on the rope, setting on foot on Ms Avenger`s lower back, and the heroine's arms were instantly tugged back together, twisting her shoulders. The heroine screamed in pain.

Now in control of the her adversary, Holly pushed her down to her knees. Ms Avenger's back arched painfully from the contorsion. She could still fight back, and she tried to use her strength to shift Holly's weight and force her to break her hold on the rope, but Holly rewarded the effort with a kick to the back of Ms Avenger's head, which stunned her for a moment. Then, pulling the arms even tighter together, making the heroine release another tormented scream; she started wrapping the rope around it, up to her elbows. With her arms now fully restrained behind her back and her shoulders completely immobilized, no amount of strength could help Ms Avenger break free. Holly tied the package into a knot, making sure the rope wouldn't loosen. She pushed Ms Avenger to the ground with one foot.

By then, the police officer had recovered, and he was trying to come to the heroine's help, despite his swollen jaw and injured back. But Holly was not to be outwitted today. Having already dispatched his gun earlier, she ran to him and dove between his legs. As she passed by, she grabbed his handcuffs on his belt. On the other side of him, she rose to her feet in an instant. Before he could even spin around, she grabbed his right wrist and body flipped him to his chest. One manacle went on that wrist, and once he was on the ground, securing the other and handcuffing him with his own manacles behind his back was child's play. She flipped him around onto his butt, and smiled.

Suddenly, she received a solid head butt from Ms Avenger. Even with her arms thus restrained, she had been able to rise and was now using whatever asset she could to take down the villainess. Although the hit connected, it did not do enough damage. Holly rolled away with the force of impact, straightening herself and turning back to her bound but still fighting enemy.

"She's feisty, fiery and still fighting," laughed Holly.

Ms Avenger charged again, but this time, Holly was ready. She rolled at the last time on Ms Avenger's back and elbowed her to the ground with violence. Ms Avenger sprawled about her whole length, her nose hitting the concrete. It started bleeding, and her eyes became cloudy.

With both of her opponents restrained, Holly Heartless actually took a moment to herself. She closed her eyes and calmed herself down, then cracked her neck left and right.

"Better... now then..."

She moved towards Ms Avenger and sat on her back facing to her side, preventing any further resistance.

"That was a good thustle, don't you agree."
"I'll get you, you monster!"
"Quiet, you!"

She slapped the heroine at the back of the head.

"I'm having a moment..."

She paused, looking in front of her but nowhere in particular.

"Once upon a time, there was a young girl - me - who ended up living on the streets because her father was a drunk who beat her up and her mother was a prostitute who forgot to pay her bookie, so he offed her. The girl was nine when she arrived on the street, and she had to do nasty things to survive.... then, a long while later, there came heroes who were supposed to help people, but they let the girl live in squallor, giving blowjobs for protection against rape and other nasty things like that...."
"I'm sorry about what happened to you..." Ms Avenger said, wanting to empathize.
"I said quiet!"

Another hard slap convinced Ms Avenger not to interrupt anymore.

"So along came the Silver Prince, and he told the girl she could be powerful, if only she drank some pussy, and so she did... and now, she drinks pussy for fun. The end."

Another hard slap was enough to daze Ms Avenger for a second, allowing Holly to run back to her stash (hidden behind a container). She brought some kind of metal rod with leather binds at the ends, giggling all the way. She also held a tazer in her other hand. As she neared the heroine, she inquired.

"Do you know many cops I had to beat up before you showed up?"
"You were baiting me," managed to spell out Ms Avenger
"Of course, silly. It's my job. I get paid to... well, there's no real money involved... I just do it because it's what I want to do."
"You're crazy..."

Holly tazed Ms Avenger's ass; it jolted up, but mostly paralyzed the heroine for a few moments, long enough for what came next. Holly spread the heroine's legs apart, setting the metal rod between her feet to keep them apart, and latching the binds onto her ankles, securing it in my position. She then raised Ms Avenger's ass upward while pushing her knees in. The heroine was now ass up on all fours, body bent down due to the torsion on her arms. The position was excruciating. She then dragged the very much frightened and cuffed policeman towards them, and set his crotch against Ms Avenger's face; it actually lifted the heroine slightly up and made her a bit more comfortable. She looked at the cop threateningly.

"Say one word and I cut out your tongue."

He acknowledged with his frightened gaze. Holly raced back to her stash and returned with a pair of strong scissors. Only the cop had a vantage point, but since Ms Avenger could see his reaction on his face, she figured it was bad news.

"What are you doing, Holly?"
"Oh! She called me by my first name, and it's only our first date..."

Holly crouched down behind Ms Avenger, caressing her ass. The restraints were too tight. The heroine was unable to fight back.

"Lucky no one's around to see this," whispered Holly.

She placed the flat of the scissors against the cloth covering the heroine's crotch. The feeling of something like a blade in that area gave the heroine chills.

"No!" she screamed.
"Relax. I'm just using it to get to the good stuff."

With those words, she pulled on the elastic cloth, and mindful of where she cut, she started making a hole in Ms Avenger's costume right between her legs, giving her access to what was under it. She revealed a white unremarkable underwear, slightly stained with juices.

"I was hoping for lace, but okay."

Using the scissors again, she pulled at the panties and cut them in two, finally revealing the treasure she was eager for : Ms Avenger's exposed pussy, labia and opening, all there for her to enjoy. The cool air on her privates made the heroine shake, but not as much as the warm breath of her assailant.

"So pretty..." mumbled Holly, mesmerized for a moment.
"You don't have to do this..." Ms Avenger said, still shaking from the sensations as much as from the anticipation of what her opponent planned for her.
"You're right. I don't have to. But I want to..."

She placed her lips against the heroine's pussy. Ms Avenger shivered from the contact, twisting her ass to try to get away, but Holly was in control. She started lapping it up in long strokes; Holly's face immediately betrayed her appreciation of the gesture, despite her mind telling her not to accept the gift. The cop, looking at her face, was also aroused, and since Ms Avenger's head was just beside his crotch, she could hardly ignore it. For a long moment, Holly kept at it, drawing the wetness from inside the eager pussy of the heroine. She stopped abruptly, leaving the heroine wanting more.

"You taste as good as the other one..."
"Other one...?"
"Never mind. But I see our officer here is being neglected. Tell you what, Ms Avenger... you give him some, and I'll give you the best I got..."
"What? No. Never!"

The cop, of course, was himself very torn about the decision, of two minds one could say. Holly went over and unzipped his pants. Ms Avenger tried to bite her hand, her mouth close to the action, but Holly was faster, and slapped her on her still bloody nose.

"Naughty girl..."

The belt undone pants unzipped, it was fairly easy for Holly to pull out his erection from under the pants. It came to rest against the heroine's face, which only made it harder. He wanted to apologize, but he was afraid of what the crazy villainess might do.

"So... here he is... I'm going to go back on you... and if you want me to finish you off, you better start finishing him off..."

Ms Avenger made it a point to keep her mouth closed, despite the hard dick pressed against her cheek and eye. Holly returned to her duty on the heroine's pussy, but this time, she was more deliberate about her affections and ministrations, licking the sensitive spots with a little more gusto than before. The tension quickly rose inside Ms Avenger's loins, but just as it was getting good, Holly stopped...

"No!" screamed the heroine.

After a moment letting the heroine cool down, Holly started her up again. The cop was wriggling, so his hard shaft was shuffling against the heroine's face, making it even harder for her to ignore it. In the meantime, Holly was expertly doing everything she could to drive Ms Avenger crazy. When she stopped again without warning, the frustration set in. With some effort, Ms Avenger reached her up and managed to wrap her lips around the officer's cock. His moan was guttural. Ms Avenger did her best to bob up and down him, despite her restraints. Holly watched for a moment, then Ms Avenger frenetically moved her ass however she could. Holly got the message and went down on her, this time for the long haul.

It did not take long for the heroine to give in and allow the intense rush to spread all across her body, making her quiver with ecstasy as the villainess brought her first ordeal to a close. Holly lapped up every drop that flowed as a result, with fierce appetite, biting ever so slightly the edges of the labia. But Ms Avenger, recovering from the orgasm, had another problem. She was gagging on the cop's cock, and neither of them could move well enough to get her free. Holly came to the rescue, pulling Ms Avenger up and to her side, allowing her to breathe and pant.

"Well... that wasn't so hard, was it. Me, I mean. Not him. He's rock hard."

She laughed. The police officer was still sitting on his ass, so she pressed her foot against his chest and pinned him to the floor; she then managed to wriggle his pants further down so he would be bare butt against the concrete. Her threatening gaze kept him cooperating. She then turned to Ms Avenger and smiled.

"I'm so generous with my toys..."

Ms Avenger had not yet reasoned what Holly was doing, but as she picked her up, twisting her so she would face away from the police officer, she figured it out.

"No. Holly. Don't..."
"But you'll like it..."
"Holly... don't you..."

She was doing it. She stretched Ms Avenger's legs forward so the bar wouldn't get in the way, and then she lowered her on top of the hard cock. It took some maneuvering, but she managed to slide it in at the right angle, making both the heroine and cop gasp as they connected.

"Fuck the police, I always say... well, this is more litteral than intended..."

It was practically impossible for the cop to contain his desire; using only his hips he started swaying up and down, and the heroine felt the full length of his hard shaft throbbing and thrusting inside her. Her eyes became glazed over as he began his slow ascent.

Satisfied that Ms Avenger was now fully cooperative, Holly leaned forward and, grabbing the top edge of the heroine's costume over her chest, she tore it off, revealing a bra that matched the previous panties. Unable to find the clasp (it must have been in the back), Holly retrieved the scissors and cut in-between Ms Avenger's gorgeous breasts. As the cloth separated, the breasts popped out of the suit.

For the next part, Holly took off her own brown bottom; she was naked undernearth, with a shaved bush like a landing strip. She caressed her own eager lips and moved forward, pressing them against Ms Avenger's mouth and nose, and she started rubbing herself against it.

Ms Avenger could have fought back at that point. There was flesh in her face, her enemy's exposed crotch. She could have bitten her right there, torn her flesh apart... but she didn't want to. The cock inside her was overpowering her resistance again, and Holly's delicious pussy tasted sweet, almost sickly. The heroine gave in completely and she drove her own tongue inside, eager to taste more. And Holly, she reveled in the absolute power she held over these two, unable to wait for the final climax to reach her. The three of them were enthralled in a graphic sexual dance, the outcome of which was certain.

The cop was the first to be unable to contain it, not that he wanted to anymore. The anxiety of the situation had completely overriden his reserved mindset, and he was now punishing this heroine for failing to save him; he was going to take all she didn't want to give, and make her like it. He exploded inside her with force, making sure she knew that she was paying for her failure.

"Take that, you fucking heroine... all you deserve for fucking up... god yes!"

Ms Avenger could barely hear him - Holly was holding her in place, restraining her head so she would finish her off - and she did, with fierce energy. Holly contained no emotion as she yelled out her pleasure for everyone to hear, not that anyone else was near. All of the excitement, sounds, smells and sensations, not to mention the hot jizz spurting inside her, gave Ms Avenger another roaring rise to ecstasy. Their combined cries died down after a moment, and as Holly Heartless retreated, Ms Avenger spat on the ground, barely recovering from this second ordeal.

"At least, get me off of him..." pleaded the heroine.
"You'll get off when he cools off in a moment or so..."

The playful gaze suddenly shifted, becoming sinister.

"This is just a prelude, Ms Avenger. I wanted to take your mask and tell everyone who you are, but that's against regulations, and rules are what separate the animals from the beasts."
"You're the animal!"
"Says the meat in the middle of the sandwich..."
"I'll get you!"
"Some would say you already got me good, but I'm always eager for another romp - another time."

She turned to the cop. The playfulness came back

"Thank you for your cooperation, officer."

Holly Heartless raced off, leaving the officer and the heroine in a bad predicament. The cop, trying to defuse the situation, spoke up.

"So... can I get your number?"

With her arms still behind her back, she managed to punch him out again.

End part 5

****************************************************************

ANGEL DUST, part 6

Waiting around for results was difficult for Andromeda, mainly because she knew her friends were out there, fighting to protect the city, suffering from it, and she had to wait for doctor Hurt to complete the analysis of the blood sample she had brought him. Of course, he was working as fast as he could, and he sort of knew what he was looking for, but still...

Flechette had eventually arrived on her bike, naked and unwilling to answer any questions as to what had delayed her, but Andromeda knew. She knew because it was happening all over town. She had taken the sample from the hanging thugs and flown off to Doctor Hurt's office in order for him to analyze it. It had been over an hour, and stuff was happening that required her attention. Prototype was out there, alone, and it made Andromeda panic. She wanted to be at her side.

Doctor Hurt exited the laboratory, removing his gloves and goggles, and headed for the computer. Andromeda walked up to him with impatience.

"Well?"
"It's running, Andromeda, but I should have something soon."
"Preliminary? Anything?"

Doctor Samuel Hurt, genius geneticist in his own right, would not normally be rushed, but when it came to superheroines, he could never say no. They had something on him, an influence which he dare not deny nor express. To have the amazingly beautiful Andromeda here, beside him, leaning over him to check on his work, it was more than he could hope for. He was not worthy of the attention. The scientist in him, however, dealt with the situation in a calm and logical manner.

"I can only tell you it is similar to Euphoria, but closer to its derivative Angel Dust."
"So you know what it is?"
"A derivative, yes, but I'm still ascertaining how it affects the brain."
"I already know how it affects the brain and body. I need an antidote!"

Again, doctor Hurt knew not to be offended by the remark, but hearing her desperate tone gave him goosebumps; he enjoyed when they made sure he knew how important he was to them.

"Well, there is no real antidote, but the compound seems to be breaking down."
"That's good, right?"
"Yes. Absolutely. I can speculate that the effects last about three hours in the body. The onset of hormonal reaction is quite sudden, possibly triggering 10 to 20 minutes after exposure, accompanied by increased sexual appetite and potency, and a lowering of moral standards due to..."
"Yes, doctor, I've seen it first hand. You're saying we just have to let this run through?"
"Quite. Isolate the victims to prevent them harming anyone else. Reactions to the drug may be subtle - increase of libido and arousal - to severe - expressions of frustration and rage tied to denied tendencies. People may act out sexual fantasies they never had the guts to do before. Very fascinating. Works stronger on men than women."
"All right, so get the bad guys before they do anything."
"Quite yes. Also, if the individual achieves sexual release, the drug's potency will wear off sooner."
"And what about mental side effects?"

Andromeda wanted to be thorough this time. Doctor Hurt did not mind.

"Well, chances are the people will recollect the event, but due to the dissociative nature of their mental state, most will not feel remorse or guilt from them, because... well... they're not in control. The drug is. In fact, they may even get a high from it from the sheer exhiliration provided during the sexual release."

That part, Andromeda perfectly understood. She sighed.

"Fine. We'll do it like that. Can you communicate this information to the police via MTD networks?"
"I most certainly can, and will."

Andromeda smiled at the doctor.

"You're a great friend, doctor."

He smiled back and watched her fly out the window. He turned away, mumbling to himself.

"Just a friend... always just a friend..."

He returned to the lab where the sample was being kept. It would be interesting to keep for future analysis and reference. Yes... analysis.

Flechette had returned to one of her caches, hidden across town, for a spare change of clothes. She still felt the stench of the Pirate gang member who had raped her and, even if she wanted more than anything to take a shower, there was no time. The city was still in turmoil, although things seemed to be quieting down. The police scanner only reported a call every five minutes now, and even that rate was slowing down. 

Flechette had managed to prevent a sexual assault at the local Super-Mart, where a raving employee was using the hardware tools to prepare his unwilling victims (employees and shoppers) for some nasty sex games involving power tools. She had put a stop to that, and to him. She had also interrupted a burglary, where some thieves thought the confusion and the police being occupied would allow them to steal from a television store. The television was a bust now, but the thieves were all tied up to their getaway thanks to a trick rope flechette.

Rolling down the street, traveling from district-to-district, she happened upon a peculiar scene exiting an alleyway. In other circumstances, she might have laughed, but she knew what the sight meant, so she halted her vehicle near the individual stepping out. Ms Avenger looked up at Flechette with disdain, but she was in a position to accept charity. The violet-suited heroine was in bondage, her arms tied up in her back, her legs spread apart and held by a metal rod. Moreover, her suit was torn in two places, on her chest piece and between her legs. There was also some drippings of white against her thigh, and her face, specifically her nose, mouth and chin, seemed to have some dried up fluids on them. Somehow, despite all this, Ms Avenger had managed to pull herself to her feet and wobble up to the street.

The green heroine stepped off her bike and, without a word, proceeded to undo the rope bindings holding the pink and violet heroine's arms. Once the pressure released from her shoulders, Ms Avenger let out a long moan as the stretch released her sore muscles. As she massaged her shoulders, Flechette got to her feet to remove the rest of the bindings; she couldn't help but smell the odors of sex coming from down there. Once the heroine was free, she collapsed on her ass, but Flechette was there to grab her, grazing her exposed chest with her lower arm as she did. Ms Avenger squirmed a little, but she knew it was an accident.

"You okay?"
"What does it look like?" the angry heroine said, then immediately felt bad. "I'm sorry. I just got owned bad..."
"I can tell... unfortunately."

Flechette placed a hand on Ms Avenger's shoulder, wanting to cheer her up.

"It's my second costume today," she said, "if that counts."

Ms Avenger did not find it amusing, but she understood the intent. 

"She was called Holly... Heartless. Some brown bikini chick with badass rolls and rope... she said someone made her like this, and since we failed to save her... I think she was raped too... she's taking it out on us."
"Another one of those. Wonderful."
"And the cop... she forced us... he shot it all in me. I think I took the pill today."

Flechette almost said something about getting a more permanent solution, like an injection every three months or a sterilet like she did, but she felt it even more inappropriate than her previous comment. Ms Avenger continued.

"Doesn't matter. I'll look into it later."

Flechette helped Ms Avenger get back up. The local heroine turned to her friend, pointing towards the city block and outward.

"What's going on with everyone?"
"We think people were drugged with something called Euphoria. It increases libido ten-fold, possibly more."
"Increased libido is one thing, but I saw a sister sucking her own brother... that's morality out-of-whack!"
"Under Euphoria, you'll do almost anything to get your fix - orgasm in this case."

Ms Avenger looked at Flechette with a puzzled look.

"Are you talking from experience?"

Flechette did not answer, and she just looked away for a moment. Her mind was racing with memories which she made a conscious effort to dismiss.

"Well... there's more to do. Want to tag along?"

The answer was yes, but Ms Avenger was prideful. She was also exposed and she had no spare costume.

"I... uh... well..."
"Wardrobe malfunction, right?"
"Yeah."
"Get on the bike. Come with me."

The heroine did not hesitate long. The two rode off with haste. Ms Avenger pressed her naked chest against the heroine's back, sending all sorts of uncomfortable thoughts in both their minds. They stayed quiet for the entire ride. Flechette took her reserved ally back to another of her caches.

"I don't have your palette in my suit, but I do have some civvies that will do."
"I'm not taking off my mask!"
"No, I mean... you'll see."

The cache was nothing special, just a hidden door that slid open into a storage area. Flechette ran in and started perusing the materials. She tossed a purple sports bra and purple slacks to Ms Avenger.

"You can change in here. I'll stand watch."

Ms Avenger was all too pleased to get off of these clothes. She actually removed everything but her mask; Flechette peaked a little although she said nothing. Ms Avenger was gorgeous, her perfectly trained body at the peak of excellence, what was needed for this job. Firm thighs and buttocks, a sculpted back, tight arms... Flechette surprised herself biting her lip as she stared, so she turned back to look away. Ms Avenger put on the slacks and sports bra, then retrieved her gloves and boots. She left the rest of the her torn costume in the cache.

"Well?" asked Flechette.
"Not a perfect match for color, but beggars can't be choosers."
"You know, Ms Avenger, you don't have to operate alone."

It was a hard pill to swallow, but the humiliation was still very much on the heroine's mind.

"I'll consider it."
"That's all I can ask. Come on. I know where we need to go."
"Where?"
"The harbor. We'll meet up with some friends."
"And then?"
"Then we kick ass."

They got up on the bike again, and rode off, not forgetting to close the cache door and hide it again before leaving for the rendez-vous with SilverStreak and the others.

Flare and Ms Dynamo had been on the case since the beginning and, by pooling their efforts, they had managed to stay above the fray. The two African-American heroines had mastered their teamwork, and were now operating at peak efficiency. The powerful energy-wielding Flare supported her telekinetic friend from above. Together, they had resolved several crises together, successfully preventing several civilians from getting assaulted; failing to arrive before the fact on two occasions, they had made sure the perperators were summarily punished.

From her vantage point high in the air, Flare spotted a scene on a rooftop and signaled it to her ally as she descended upon it. The horror gripped her tight as she realized what she was seeing. There were five women, all young, all naked, strapped to metal rods that hung over the sides of the building. It was unclear how the set-up had come to be built, but it was real and the exposed girls were in danger. In the middle of the roof were three men, standing back-to-back, wearing dark spandex pants and hockey masks, all topless, muscular and threatening. They wielded some kind of heavy guns, not ballistic but possibly energy.

As Flare descended, one of them pointed to her, signaling her to land. For insistence, one of them pointed his gun at the base of the rod that was holding one trapped woman over the street below. Flare understood the threat and communicated it with Ms Dynamo on the ground so she could coordinate. Then, following orders, she glided herself down to the roof and landed, two metres from the men.

"What do you want?", Flare stated, threateningly.
"Let's not waste any time," one of the kidnappers said. "Strip. Now."
"I won't."

He made a motion to his friend, who fired the shot. The metal rod snapped, and the woman fell off the building. Flare screamed - thankfully, Ms Dynamo was on it and caught the girl with her mind, painfully slowing her descent to the ground so she would not be injured.

"Next time," the villain continued, "we kill two. Strip!"
"All right."

These guys meant business. Flare needed to give Ms Dynamo some leeway to save the girls, so complying was the best policy. Flare slipped off her one piece bikini armor, pulling the bra and panties along with it, to stand naked in front of the men, exposed and more vulnerable. The villains seemed to beam behind their masks.

"Excellent. Now, turn around, and get on all fours."

It was difficult to resist, knowing that these guys would simply carry out their threat; it wasn't a bluff. Ms Dynamo may not have the capacity to catch two falling individuals at the same time, especially if they were on opposite corners of the roof. She turned her back to them, then leaned over, placing her kness and hands on the tar roof.

"Keep your guns on the girls," said the kidnapper. "If she tries anything, shoot."

She heard footsteps getting near her.

"Look forward!" he threatened, and she complied.

She felt him kneeling near her, then felt a finger grazing the edge of her pussy, drawing out its moistness. She was already wet from the rest of the day's activities, and he seemed to notice.

"You heroines all crave this shit... Don't worry about the girls. We didn't touch them like this. We wanted to keep it all for you..."

She felt the cold metal gun being set down against her back, the tip aimed at her head, almost like he was pointing at her. But that was not the only pointed thing. She heard the shuffling of pants, and felt the tip of his hard cock resting against her opening.

"You're all mine... and then, you'll be theirs!"

He plunged into her without hesitation, and she squealed as his entire manhood filled her up, stimulating her already heightened state of arousal. As he started to pound silly into her, she only hoped that her friend was finding a way to rescue the hostages; mostly she hoped that she would be done before all three kidnappers had their turns.

Ms Dynamo herself was not having a great time. She had pulled the woman to the ground, and proceeded to free her, which had earned her a large hug and kiss. The woman had refused to let her go until she had dragged her across the street to a petshop where other people had sought shelter. 

Returning to the scene, she looked up and examined the situation. Two women on this side, one on the alley side, and one at the back of the building. If they were all in view (three of them could be at the right angle), she might be able to grab onto them and literally tear off the metal rods and pull the girls down, but that left one girl tied up, and the villains might shoot. In her mask communicator, she heard the moans coming from Flare, and she knew what was happening. Her best friend was being raped. Anger swelled up. She needed to act quickly.

There was one possibility, but it all depended on circumstance. Ms Dynano raced down the alley to check the back of the building, and she saw it : the garbage bin. The fall was four stories high, enough to be lethal, especially if a person was roped up to a metal rod and could not control her fall. But that fall might be cushioned... she needed cardboard boxes. There were one in the alley, so she ran back into the street. A furniture store. Perfect. She made her way to the door, but it was locked. She didn't have time for ceremony. She broke down the window and raced in.

"Guys, this chick likes it rough."

Holding herself with her hands, Flare was fighting the urge to ignite her powers and fry the bastard screwing her. He would be out cold (hot?) in a second, but then the girls would be dead. The anger only made her pleasure more intense, and the violation drove her to ecstasy. She moaned and yelped as waves of orgasm rode into her.

"Fuck, guys, I'm making the hero-bitch cum like a whore!"

His fellow kidnappers cheered him on. He kept at it, hoping to get his own satisfaction from her quickly, so his colleagues could have their turn. Flare gritted her teeth, torn between desire and rage, but she held on choosing between either. She just needed to buy more time, she convinced herself...

Ms Dynamo ran out of the furniture shop with multiple cardboard boxes in tow, held together by her telekinesis. She ran across the alley, focusing on keeping her packages together then, as soon as she reached the alley, she started moving the boxes around and piling them up, the way they did in the movies for stunts. That way, she hoped, if the girl fell, she would fall in the boxes and not kill herself. She had no other alternative that could potentially save all the girls in time. And since she could hear what was happening on the roof, she knew that her friend Flare had already succumbed to one orgasm. She knew intimately what effect this could have on any of them, once it got started...

"Yes, yes, yes!!!"

The kidnapper screamed as he finally came, spurting all of it into the heroine's welcoming pussy, driving it home with power and intensity. Flare held back any reaction, even though his warmth inside her made her melt, and she wanted more... but he was done, pulling it, letting everything drip out, shaming her for being so easily fucked and humiliated. As he leaned in to recover his gun, he whispered to her.

"A dream come true... I never thought I'd have the guts, but here we are... I came in your pussy and you got fucked... and you're gonna get some more..."

She bit her lower lip to avoid goading him on, because she desperately wanted more, and didn't want to admit it. She heard him pull away, taking his gun with him. There was a short argument between them, as they wondered who would go next. She thought of flying off, getting out of there to prevent her from being raped again, but... there were the hostages, she reasoned, and they needed to be saved... she couldn't simply abandon them after all...

Ms Dynamo had finished her set-up of boxes, but examining it, she wasn't certain it would work. The thought of accidentally or intentionally causing the death of someone overwhelmed her psyche, moreso than her friend being violated up there. She fought off the paralysis because she had to make a decision. She knew Flare could still hear her from the roof.

"I'm coming up!" she stated.
"No! Don't!" Flare replied, not wanting her friend to fall under the same threat as she did.

The kidnappers mistook her words to be directed at them, and one of the kidnappers walked up to her, smashing the side of her head with the butt of his gun, drawing a small amount of blood at the base of the hairline. Flare shook it off as best she could. He went around her, slapped her naked ass (at which she leaned further forward) and got to his own knees, pulling down his pants. Without more ceremony, he pushed himself into her, where his companion had been just moments ago. She was so wet, there was practically no friction as he pounded into her, starting off where his colleague had left off. Flare could do nothing but hope that Ms Dynamo had heeded her warning. She dared not speak again, lest she get hurt even more... or that he would stop his endless ravage of her.

It seemed to take forever as the villain took all of his pent-up energy out on the intimidated heroine. She wanted it to end, but she also wanted more. She hated the duality of all of it mostly, how it reminded her of past experiences where she had been broken down, dismantled psychologically, reformed, turned into nothing short of a sex slave... She wasn't crying, but a part of her, inside, felt weak and vulnerable, and enjoyed feeling that way, especially under the violent thrusts of a man owning her... the thoughts ravaged her mind like he ravaged her body, bringing her once more over the edge and into orgasm-land, in long successful strides of pleasure. And she knew her partner wasn't far either... she could tell now, focused solely on him, his rhythm, his pace, the throbbing of his shaft inside her... she knew these things from so many past experiences, so many penetrations... it made her feel good to think about it, all the pleasure she had taken from them... She wasn't aware how much she was rationalizing and appropriating everything just to help her cope with the stress. He was there. She felt it.

Suddenly, three of the metal rods started to wobble unexpectedly. The kidnappers turned around to understand what was happening, and as they did, the rods snapped, and three of the girls, the two on the front and the one in the alley started falling. The standing kidnappers screamed out, completely startled just as their own partner screamed loud as he too fell for the stimulation, shooting his spunk into Flare. And Flare herself moaned alongside him unaware of what was transpiring, only anxious to feel him finish in her, to be dominated by his vile thrusts.

"Shit! They're dead!" yelled one of them, the one who had not yet gotten a turn with Flare.

Leaving the middle of the roof, he dashed towards the edge of the building to see the crashed bodies, and as he leaned over, he saw them slowly drifting to the ground; out ot the corner of his eye, he caught sight of Ms Dynamo, focused on the same scene. He called out to his ally.

"Fuck, man! There's this other hero lady kidnapping our hostages."

The first kidnapper raced up to stand beside his colleague and got the same view. He raised his energy weapon towards the heroine down in the street and took aim.

"I'll take care of her."

But Flare had missed nothing of the words spoken by the miscreants, and as soon as the one who had just finished with her stepped away from her, pulling out, she exploded with intensity. She kicked her closest opponent right in the exposed crotch, then rose up and punched him in the face. Then, she powered up two beams of light in her hand, and cast them at the other two villains on the edge. The bolts connected with them, sending them careening over and into the street below, dropping their weapons. Flare did not hesitate, despite what they had done to her. She flew off the building and grabbed them so they would not die in the fall; however, when she set them down on the street below, she did not cushion their rolls, and they slammed into parked cars, getting the wind effectively knocked out of them.

By that time, Ms Dynamo had secured her three rescues, and was moving to secure the fourth, using her telekinetic ability to get her down to the street. Flare picked up the last kidnapper on the roof and brought him to the street with his pals, his pants still down around his knees. Her costume was gone, taken away by the wind. She sighed. Maybe she would look for it later. Right now, she wanted some information, and they were going to answer, or else...

As she tossed the third bad guy towards his allies, she heard the first kidnapper mutter:

"...It was still worth the beating we're gonna get..."

Flare held back her desire to break this man in half, focusing instead on the problem at hand.

"You! Did someone put you up to this, or did you get it done on your own?"
"It was all us," defiantly answered the first one.

It didn't ring true. She turned to the one who had not raped her, walking over to him. He was clearly very intimidated by her naked form and her domineering attitude, perhaps moreso than his friends. For once, she would use it to her advantage.

"I'm going to break your friends in half, but you... you did nothing. Yet, you let them do this to me... You know what I'm gonna do to you?"

The man panicked, much to chagrin of his colleagues.

"I didn't want to but she paid us to..."
"Who paid you? Who's she?"

Ms Dynamo had secured the girls together in the petshop and was coming to help Flare.

"Some girl... wore a bikini like costume, real hot... wore a mask, full mask, not like yours..."
"Shut up!" the first kidnapper said.

Ms Dynamo was in his face in an instant, and he backed down.

"She gave us the guns, the hockey masks... she'd even secured the girls. All we had to do was wait for one of you to show up, and then..."
"And then rape me."
"No... just mess with you. That's it! The rape was his idea!"

He pointed to the first kidnapper, who spat at him.

"I'm gonna cut you, Phil!"

Ms Dynamo used her telekinetic pull to lift the first kidnapper off the ground, and toss him across the street. Flare had only one more question.

"What happened to the girl after?"
"She left. On foot, like running across the rooftops. Wicked like."

She turned to her comrade.

"The Girls Nine. Figured they'd show up somewhere, but why?"
"Good question. These guys don't know."

The two heroines proceeded to tie the men up, leaving them for the police to handle. Ms Dynamo returned to her cycle, staring at her naked ally.

"umm... Flare?"
"Yeah, I know. I'm naked. Again. Did you see where my suit flew off?"
"ummm. no."
"Great. Just peachy."

Flare flew off into the air, a dark brown spot with yellow extremities against the blue sky, and started looking for her suit. Hopefully, it would be around somewhere. She only hoped she wouldn't run into any more incidents while hovering naked over the streets. It wasn't like she could carry a spare. That would have been practical.

End part 6

****************************************************************

ANGEL DUST, part 7

The harbor was still bustling with activity when SilverStreak returned to Prototype who was anxiously waiting for her, eager to go on the offensive. But the silver speedster was not returning alone. 

Ricochet was on her way with Radio Wave and Gem, and Flechette had apparently picked up Ms Avenger in her area. Andromeda would also be coming, but there was no deadline on her arrival; same for Plasma. There was still no word from Zephyr or KnightHawk, which worried Silverstreak, but she could do little about it at the moment. She had failed to see Flare and Ms Dynamo on her run, but she had seen them earlier and suspected they were still out there. Ghost was still managing the situation downtown, so she could not help in the immediate.

Still, seven heroines to take on the combined gangs of the pirates and ninjas. The odds had considerably improved in their favor. She explained her plan to Prototype, and the powerful heroine nodded her agreement, moving into position discreetly, floating off the pier and down under its level so she could not be seen. Silverstreak knew the arrival of the others would not go unnoticed : two bikes riding in hot, with four girls on them, and Gem flying above. They would notice. The element of surprise was on her and Prototype. They had to make it count.

When the pirates and ninjas heard the roar of the bikes coming in hot, they immediately dropped what they were doing (essentially dragging slaves into the hold) and rushed to grab their weapons. There were a dozen or so of each gang, and someone had equipped them with high-intensity stun batons. One solid hit was reputed to be able to take out a horse, or a shark.

Ricochet was the first to round the corner, with Radio Wave sitting hunched behind her, coming to hard stop on her bike, and throwing her ring hoops with the precision that she was known for, targeting two of the lead enemies. Radio Wave jumped off and made sure to jam their communications so they could not call for backup, an easy thing for her to do while keeping her distance. Flechette rode in second, with Ms Avenger sitting on the back edge of the bike. As she swerved away from the throng of enemies, Flechette fired a bolt at one of the ninjas; the concussive impact knocked him down and out. Ms Avenger jumped off as Flechette slowed down, screaming obscenities as she raced towards them. Finally, Gem, flew in from high above and, using her ability to create energy crystals, showered the enemies with crystalline pellets that exploded in small energy bursts. Most were able to dodge out of the way, preventing them from acting further for the moment, and a few were struck more directly and stunned from the discharge.

The remaining enemies, those who were not pinned or out, tried to race towards the enemies, but on their bikes, the heroines had superior mobility. Three raced towards Ms Avenger and she expertly avoided the first hit, grabbing the weapon and taking it out of her opponent's hand as she twisted his arm. She then expertly used him as a shield against one of the tazers, making an attacker knock out his ally, and side-stepped the third. If she kept her cool, she thought, she could outwit both of them before more came along. And feeling the presence of the other heroines fighting at her side felt good.

Gem swooped down lower than usual and, with a spray of crystalline shards, pushed back three enemies towards the water. Unable to get out of the way of the stream, they fell off the pier and down into the murky waters of Eve City harbor. Gem quickly climbed back up to remain out-of-reach from other opponents.

There was a sudden blur of movement among the enemies, although none understood what had just happened. They couldn't focus on it because Ricochet, whose ring hoops had returned to her, and Flechette were already on the offensive, firing bolts and hoops at the confused enemies.

As more enemies crawled out from inside the hold of the ship to provide reinforcements to their allies, the ship started to shake violently, unbelievably so given its size, sending all its occupants crashing down unexpectedly. It lasted only a few seconds, but it was enough to cause major panic among the assembled criminals. From her hidden vantage point on the other side of the craft, moving it with her powerful telekinetic ability, Prototype smiled at the chaos she was causing.

Despite this, the ninjas and pirates were threatening to organize themselves in a more efficient fashion. There were still a lot of them standing, and failure was no option for the heroines. There were slaves inside, and they needed to be rescued.

Radio Wave saw an opponent breakaway from the group and charged her. Instinctively, she dodged his first attack by running away. He started chasing her around, almost hitting her with the stun stick twice, until she stopped, dropped down and kicked him in the shins. He keeled over, dropping the weapon. She grabbed it and stunned him in return, giving him a taste of his own medicine.

Ricochet and Flechette, both still on their bikes, were running out of room to maneuver.  They decided collectively to ditch the vehicles and to go all-out. Flechettes and hoops flew about the enemies, incapacitating a few as the two athletic heroines ran head first into the crowd.

On top of the ship, one of the pirates had managed to get to his feet, despite the shake, and ran towards a structure covered with a tarp. He quickly removed the tarp, exposing a very nasty weapon of unidentified origin and design. It was already powered up, so he took the firing system in hand and proceeded to aim. His target was airborne : Gem.

Gem herself was loving her superior advantage; firing from above, keeping out-of-reach of the enemies and providing excellent support to keep her friends safer by keeping some enemies away. She saw the cannon aimed at her, but she mistook the angle of fire, believing she was safe due to her flying speed.  But the cannon was designed to compensate for it, and the bluish bolt of energy that shot out hit Gem full front. She was knocked back by the impact and fell to the floor; she wasn't too high that she would sustain injury, but it completely knocked her out, despite her force field. It had absorbed the energy charge but had failed to diminish the concussive force. Gem was down.

Ms Avenger had taken out two other enemies when she was also struck by surprise; focused on her right, she had seen Gem keep the enemies to her left away. She failed to realize that the cover was no longer there. The Ninja raced in, sliding to maximize his chance of getting close, and he hit Ms Avenger smack in the butt with the tazer rod. She jerked around for a moment, then collapsed, stunned to unconsciousness with a single hit.

The heroines had run through half of their opponents, and no more were coming, but two of them were already down. Ricochet called out to Prototype to come help them. As she rose from behind the ship, the villain manning the cannon spotted her and took aim. She barely had time to see him before the bluish blast connected, sending her back and far, into the water, possibly unconscious.

With all support gone, Flechette and Ricochet knew they had to hold out until more of them arrived on the scene. They gathered close together to cover their flanks, as a host of enemies started gathering around them. Things looked bad, but a blast of cold plasma from the air pushed all the advancing enemies away, taking out a few of them as well. How relieved were the two heroines to see Plasma, hands all lit up with her energies, finally arriving. Ricochet immediately called out to her.

"Take out the cannon!"

Plasma immediately noticed the structure turning towards her. They fired simultaneously, both blasts colliding in mid-air in an intense explosion that sent people near and under it to the ground. But Plasma, being able to fly, was able to go high and retaliate before her opponent could fire. Her hot plasma burned away the front of the cannon, and the gunner dodged out of the way and onto the deck to avoid getting burned. Ricochet and Flechette pressed on the attack, while Plasma showered the group of enemies with bolts enough to scatter them and send them running in all directions. Those trying to secure the downed heroines were also pushed away by the ferocity of the onslaught. It looked like the tide was turning in favor of the heroines.

Suddenly, something exploded in the middle of the harbor, an unremarkable canister that had been lying about the area and had been ignored by everyone, and it immediately released a cloud of pinkish gas which coated the area with dust particles. Plasma, being airborne, was the only able to avoid it, and what she saw chilled her to the core. Flechette, Ricochet and Radio Wave all wavered on their feet for a moment, then dropped their weapons to the floor. Plasma called out to them over the communicator but they had no reaction. She was also very troubled to see the men completely unaffected by whatever drug had been there. To save her friends, she focused her attention on them, throwing a barrage of bolts between them and their enemies. However, she failed to notice someone else, a pirate coming out of the hold with a large shoulder-mounted cannon. He aimed at her and fired. The weapon made a loud thump through the air and the pressure wave struck Plasma with its full force. Her defense shield took the brunt of the blast, but the hit knocked her to the ground, into the residual cloud of dust. She felt herself becoming woozy, and the arousal overtook her instantly... Euphoria...

Inside the hold of the ship, Silverstreak had raced past all the guards and obstacles, while her friends were distracting them, to get to the center of the ship, the place where the slaves were being kept. She found them quite easily, and was stunned by their sheer numbers. All were trapped in cages, some two or three per cage, and all had been stripped. They ranged in age from eighteen to forty, and they all seemed to be in pretty good shape; none were obese or were particularly bad-looking. Most of them seemed drugged in the sense that they failed to even realize she had arrived. Quickly, she checked the padlocks. Nothing a crowbar couldn't open.

As she started looking, she noticed two figures, a man and a woman, standing in the path she had arrived from. She recognized neither, although the woman's look was familiar somehow. She braced herself as the woman called her out.

"Silverstreak. A brave and noble soul. I welcome you."
"And who might you be?"

The unknown villainous struck a pose, chest up, arms to her sides, defiant stare. She wore a black and white suit comprised of black boots, a white swimsuit-like bottom and top with a diamond shape on her belly, highlighting a pierced belly button; the cleavage was impressive, supported only by two thin straps. She wore black gloves that went above her elbows. Finally, she wore a head mask that exposed only her mouth and chin. She bowed respectfully, and Silverstreak believed her to be asian.

"I am Girl-Zero, mylady."

Silverstreak caught the hint immediately.

"So the Girls Nine are yours."
"Indeed. They are my protégés. I teach them."
"To steal and to rape?"
"No, daughter, I teach them strength and survival."

Silverstreak cast a look around the room.

"And them?"
"They will come with me to be re-educated."
"I don't think they want to..."
"It it not a question of want, daughter.. it is a necessity, an obligation."
"Stop calling me that!"

Silverstreak was ready to pounce, but the presence of the unknown male held her back. Cclad in dark pants, bare-chested with a painted mask of red and white, he felt intimidating.

"All women are my daughters, and I can teach them self-sufficience, strength and obedience, the true qualities of value. I could teach you as well, if you so volunteered."
"No thanks. I've already been trained in the past and I didn't like it!"
"A shame..."

As Girl-Zero retreated, Silverstreak knew she had to act. As fast as she was, she could easily avoid any attack that came at her, so she prepared a dash to strike at the girl while avoiding the man. However, as she burst into movement, the man moved almost as fast as her, and grabbed her by the throat. Silverstreak was completely taken by surprise, not to mention choked up by the individual's grip. How had her intercepted her, she asked, struggling to break free?

"Oh. This is my friend, Intercept. Well, employee, on loan from a friend."

Perhaps Silverstreak could vibrate out of his grasp. She focused on her molecules, but nothing happened. He still held on, choking the life out of her. She wasn't even able to make a sound.

The woman turned away, and spoke in some kind of communicator. She paused between sentences, as if someone was answering.

"We need to cast off. Now. Is the cargo all on board? So leave them. Get what's important and secure it in the hold? No, not with the rest. Yes. Absolutely."

Silverstreak could not hear more, as she fainted from the choke, unable to get free, unable to call for help. A moment after she passed out, Intercept let her go, but grabbed her to prevent her from falling to the floor.

"Good job, Intercept. You're not much of a conversationalist, but I like you anyway. For a man, that is. If you're a man... Are you a man?"

Intercept, as usual, said nothing. Because of the mask, no one could tell where he was looking. Girl-Zero shrugged and started walking away. Intercept followed, bringing along his own capture.

They crossed into a different hold. Some of the pirates and ninjas had already arrived, carrying all the unsconcious heroines found on the pier : Gem, Ricochet, Radio Wave, Flechette, Ms Avenger and Plasma. Silverstreak made seven.

"You know the drill," ordered Girl-Zero.

The enemies did know the drill. They stripped the heroines of their costumes, leaving boots, gloves and masks on. They dragged the helpless heroines to very small cages of a very unique design. At one end of the cage, there was an opening so the head of the heroine could be fitted through. Openings on each side allowed the heroine's arms to be dragged outside the structure and bent at the elbow. Their wrists could then be secured with metal latches from the outside. Once that was done, the cage grill would wrap around the waist of the heroines, leaving their bottoms exposed and accessible. The cages could then be set on their top or bottom, or could even be lifted from one end or the other, putting the girls either facing up or down, or head up or feet up, depending on the whim of the cage manipulator.

One of the pirates called out to Girl-Zero.

"What was in that dust, by the way?"
"Angel Dust in a more refined form. You'll find the girls receptive to your probings. But later."

The pirate seemed disappointed but he carried out the orders. It was hard for the villains not to notice the arousal of all those exposed to the Angel Dust; dilated pupils, pursed lips, hard nipples, damp pussies... all the signs were there. Only Silverstreak had been spared. Girl-Zero grabbed the attention of what remained of her army (the unconscious and out had been left to rot on the pier, as per her order).

"You do not touch these lovely ladies until we are well out to sea. Or else, I'll have my friend (pointing to Intercept) introduce you to the fishes."

After obeying for so long, the pirates and ninjas would not disobey. Girl-Zero smiled,  then walked away back towards the front of the ship. Intercept remained behind, stoic as ever. She made her way out of the hold and onto the deck, where the regular crew of the ship, as much in her command as the gangs, were manning the boat. She walked among them up to the pilot's cabin. Inside, she found the pilot himself, completely mesmerized as he directed the ship away from the shore. To her left, a young woman in a dark brown two-piece body suit, sporting a mask, was fiddling with the edge of a rope.

"I love boats," she said to Girl-Zero.
"I'm sure you do, Holly."
"Have we got them all?"
"Yes. Even the one you... dealt with. She somehow got free."
"No biggie. Wasn't planning on keeping her, unless she insists."
"I think she does."

The two villainesess laughed and the pilot laughed along, unsure why he was doing so.

Girl-Zero walked up to Holly and caressed her cheek. Holly tilted her head backways, letting the hand run down to her neckline and along her shoulder. The touch seemed to provide her with much delight. Zero leaned into her neck, kissed it, then bit it gently. Holly moaned.

"Oh... Zero... don't stop."

Holly turned around and planted a slow kiss on Zero. At first, the leader of the Girls-Nine let it happen, but then she pulled away.

"Now, now, Holly Heartless. If my men can't have any until we're out to sea, neither can you."
"Bummer."

Holly seemed genuinely disappointed, but Girl-Zero winked at her.

"Wouldn't you rather have some Eve City heroine pussy?"
"Of course, but I don't want sloppy seconds."
"Then I suggest you head down in the hold and take your pick. As my number one, you get dibs."

Holly clapped happily as Girl-Zero retreated. But just as Holly stepped off the counter where she was sitting, the ship shook violently, as if rocked by an explosion. Pressure valve warnings ignited on the control panel, and the pilot, despite the entrancement, realized what they meant and panicked.

"What?" Girl-Zero quickly asked, grabbing him by the collar.
"Pressure's off in the hull. We've got a breach, and it's a big one. The ship is sinking!"

Girl-Zero froze for a second, completely lost in panic, but she quickly came to her senses. She grabbed Holly by the hand and started racing down towards the hold, to get to Intercept. She made her way past confused sailors, not bothering with them, and quickly returned to the place where her combined gangs had restrained the heroines. They were panicking. From inside the hold, the sound of the buckling hull was truly deafening. Girl-Zero arrived near Intercept and looked at him. She didn't have to say anything. Intercept placed his hands together and, a moment later, the trio of villains had vanished in a flash of light, teleported to safety, leaving the ship, the sailors, the gang members, the captured slaves and the trapped and unconscious heroines to their fate, doom on a sinking ship.

End part 7

****************************************************************

ANGEL DUST, part 8

She had lost it. It was the only explanation Andromeda could come up with to explain what she was seeing, and now, she needed to deal with it. But she first, she had to save the lives of everyone on the sinking ship.

After getting her information from doctor Hurt, she had flown off and around the city to make sure things were settling down, and they were. The crime toll was high, with over one hundred reported sexual assaults, and three times that many sexual encounters in public places, many involving multiple partners. More cases were certain to be declared but, all-in-all, the heroines and the police had contained the problem, and the population had followed most of the advice given to them. There were, of course, stragglers taking advantage of the panic in the streets to commit acts of petty theft unsanctionned, but that couldn't be helped. They needed to focus on the big picture.

Finding Flare and Ms Dynamo, she was unfortunately not surprised to find the former flying around butt naked. She didn't even ask the question. They were covering the streets, as was Ghost. There were still no signs of Zephyr (although she had been seen very early in the battle, flying away from Gateway park naked) and KnightHawk, and that in itself was even more troubling than the entire morning, because there was no way that KnightHawk would skip on this. Concerned, Andromeda had flown off by Desiree Diamond's place, but it seemed empty. She was unable to devote her full time to this, so she finally headed where she was needed most, to the harbor where her fellow heroines were attempting to rescue the kidnapped slaves.

She arrived at the site to see the battle over; a dozen of each participating gang were down for the count, but there was no sign of her friends. She saw the two bikes, Ricochet's hoop rings and Flechette's crossbow, and she knew things had turned sour. She looked on the horizon and spotted the boat. She flew in its direction as quickly as she could. But as she neared it, she noticed a black speck flying over the surface of the water, almost floating on it, aimed like a missile, and she saw it punch a hole through the hull and emerge from the other side.

Prototype.

The boat immediately shook and started to keel over, as Prototype repeated the exercise, punching a second hole with alarming strength. Water poured into the openings, tilting the boat to its starboard. Andromeda knew she had to act quick, so she dashed towards Prototype and intercepted her with a bear hug before she could connect to the ship a third time. Their impact caused a sound boom, and the two heroines plunged deep into the waters.

Andromeda was the first to emerge, but not willingly. In fact, she shot out of the water not of her own will, and Prototype exited a moment later, following her with violence in her eyes. Andromeda steadied herself and managed to grab onto her friend and lover as they connected, trying to control her flight so she could reason with her.

"Carla! Take control!" Andromeda screamed as they screeched through the air.

There was no answer from Carla. She wasn't driving. She used her telekinetic ability to push Andromeda away and, chasing after her, grabbed the edge of her cape, trying to swing her away. Andromeda, however, had been victim of that maneuver before, and the cape rope simply snapped, as it was designed to do. Prototype was confused for a moment, so Andromeda returned to the offensive. She really didn't want a repeat of their previous fight. Lives were on the line.

She jumped on Prototype, pinning their chests together and placed a wild, passionate kiss on her lips. It had the desired effect, and Carla snapped back to the driver's seat, returning the kiss with a passion that left Andromeda wanting more. She had to restrain herself and pull away in order to remain in control.

"Carla!"
"Megan? What the...?"
"I need your help. The ship is sinking. I need you to hold it afloat while I rescue the people inside. Can you do that for me?"

It took only a moment for Prototype to realize what was transpiring, although she did not seem to be aware that she had caused it. Andromeda would explain the details later. Saving lives was the only thing that mattered. The two heroines flew down and towards the ship. It was very close to keeling over, so Andromeda set herself to push against the hull while Prototype stopped, mid-flight, focusing her mighty telekinesis on the entire hull. It shook even harder than before, but the ship started to tilt back to its normal position and, once it was straight enough, Andromeda got to work. She first secured the life boats. She was in luck, before they were all accounted for. The crew of the ship seemed to be managing on its own, getting to safety. She saw pirates and ninjas running around, crazed, tripping each other up in the hopes of saving their skin over their allies'.

Andromeda plunged into the hold and saw the trapped slaves. Breaking padlocks was easy for her, given her incredible strength, so she started working on them as quickly as she could, freeing the captured slaves. There were almost a hundred of them, all naked and fearful. Water was seeping in from cracks in the floor. Guiding them out took several more minutes which Andromeda perhaps did not have to spare. She had still not found her friends, and she had a morbid feeling that they were gone - forever.

Getting onto the deck to direct the slaves, she saw that Prototype was hanging in there, but struggling against the constant effort to hold the mass of the ship in place. As quickly as possible, getting as much help from those slaves who still had some means left (their drug-induced state made them cooperative but sluggish), she got them on the life boats, filling them up to capacity. They would hold until the coast guard got here. After long grueling minutes, finally, the ship was evacuated from all of the slaves, crew and even criminals.

As Andromeda was about to dash back in, Prototype lost control of the ship, and it immediately swung to its side in a great fracas. Prototype fainted and fell in the water while Andromeda was thrown overboard by the shock.

Panic set in, and Andromeda knew she had to pull out all the stops for this one. She quickly dove into the water, disappearing beneath the surface. For a moment, time stood still. Bubbles formed around the ship, a whirlpool as it started to be dragged down into the depths. The crew, the villains, the rescued slaves, all stared in disbelief as the ship started to sink to the bottom, with the heroines still in its hold... even Prototype, who had regained consciousness after hitting the water, stared in disbelief.

And then it happened, the miracle : Andromeda flew out of what remained exposed of the side of the ship, holding a chain securely, and dragging seven cages bound together by hooks and more chain, which contained all of the heroines that had been captured. They were bruised and battered from the shake and bumps, but they were alive. Silverstreak. Plasma. Ricochet. Radio Wave. Gem. Ms Avenger. Flechette.

Andromeda screamed her lungs out as she finally breathed in some air, dragging the suspended cages back to the shore, under the unbelieving eyes of everyone.

*** EPILOGUE 1 ***

The emergency rescue teams had converged on the port and were now struggling to get all the slaves back on shore safely. The process was painful for everyone, because each girl had to be isolated and checked before being given the opportunity to move. Still, they were safe, unspoiled and unharmed, so they could not complain. Blankets were of course handed to each woman so she could cover herself while awaiting triage.

Prototype had telekinetically picked up the boats containing the pirates, ninjas and crew who had helped in the kidnapping and suspended them on top of railings. The police then had the opportunity to pick them out one-by-one.

Andromeda had set down the cages on the docks and, with superior strength, had torn them all open with her bare hands, after which, she had collapsed from exhaustion. The heroines, right out of their cages, had run up to help the rescuers deal with the hostages, being handed blankets themselves, but only Radio Wave and Ms Avenger actually used them; the others bore their nudity like it was nothing. Priorities mattered, and apparently being clothed was not one of them at the moment, for them anyway, even though it distracted the paramedics quite a bit. Their participation in the slave management earned quite an amount of hugs and kisses from the various victims, some more agressive than others. Luckily for the heroines, the water and trauma had almost completely washed away the traces of the pink Angel Dust, otherwise the scene might have deteriorated.

The sexual crisis in the city had completely died down. The police stations were overwhelmed with bookings. Trauma centers in the hospitals rushed to account for every single patient brought in. Only the aftermath remained, and it would quite a horrific one, once everyone fully realized what had happened.

Prototype, after being told how she had snapped, apologized profusely. In a way, however, her loss of control had completely stalled the ship and sent all its occupants into a panic, forcing the villains to evacuate. Perhaps her reaction, however uncontrolled, had given Andromeda what she needed to affect her own rescue of everyone.

When Andromeda managed to tear her allies away from the help, she inquired as to the whereabouts of the two missing heroines. Zephyr was quickly accounted for, as she had eventually surfaced to provide some late assistance. She claimed she had been sleeping in, tired from her trip to Hollywood, and no one bothered to inquire further. But KnightHawk gave no signal, no sign of any trace. The heroines looked somber. Had their colleague vanished into thin air? Had she already been on ship, and had Andromeda missed her? It was not possible. There were avenues of exploration to look into, and no stone would be left unturned.

Finding KnightHawk was the only priority now.

*** EPILOGUE 2 ***

Holly Heartless was pacing around furiously inside the lair of the Girls-Nine. Meanwhile, just beside her, Girl-Zero was on her communicator, talking an undisclosed third party. She was commenting the mission, but she didn't seem panicked at its outcome.

"We didn't get the girls, no."

Whatever the voice answered on the other end did not please her.

"Well, I don't care if we failed at that. The point is, we achieved primary objective."

Holly stopped pacing and looked at her leader, waiting for the final word on the operation.

"Yes, absolutely. We tagged all those we could."

Holly walked up to stand right behind her leader, who did not seem to mind.

"Well... Plasma. Ms Dynamo. A few at the docks, afterwards... Silverstreak, Gem, Flechette..."

Girl-Zero marked a pause, leaning her head sideways so she could look at Holly. They exchanged a furtive kiss.

"Yes, mistress... you'll have it all by the end of the week, that is a promise."

The communication cut off. Holly took a few steps back while Girl-Zero turned to her.

"She was mad?"
"No. Disappointed, as am I. Those girls could have been saved from themselves. Instead, they're back in Eve City, victims of the depravity there."
"That Prototype-lady is really strong... she cost us big."
"In hindight, we should have been warned about her. I have a feeling the Mediator has his own agenda at play, and he's not sharing."
"But the angel dust worked, right? Trial run is successful?"
"Yes and no. It is not potent enough to cause the mass reaction we are hoping for, and its liquid form takes too long to process. My Girls-Nine worked overtime to contaminate all those people they've been robbing over the past weeks. I'm glad the activating agent worked, or this day would have been a complete bust."

Holly was rubbing her belly, distracted. Zero-Girl snapped her finger, bringing her back to attention.

"Sorry."
"You're distracted."
"Yeah. We lost the pirates and ninjas. They're probably all in custody by now."
"Spoils of war. They were never more than tools to gather the resource materials. The real players - my Girls-Nine, Intercept, the Matarota, Justinian - they're all still in play, under the Mistress's firm grip."

Holly sighed, caressing Zero-Girl's arm.

"Shame I didn't get to sample more pussy... Ms Avenger was amazing."
"You'll get your chance. Soon. It will all work out, in the end..."

Zero-Girl placed a kiss on Holly's lips.

"And in the meantime, if you're so famished..."

She glided Holly's hand down to her pelvis, and Holly smiled with glee.

**********************************************************************

THE END... for now.

